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Although legislation is at the center of legal debates on statutory interpretation, administrative law, and delegation, little is known about how legislation is actually drafted. If scholars pay any attention to Congress at all, they tend to focus on what happens after legislation is introduced, ignoring how the draft came to exist in the first place. In other words, they focus on the legislative process, not the drafting process. The result is that our account of Congress, the legislative process, and the administrative state is impoverished, and debates in statutory interpretation and administrative law are incomplete. This Article seeks to demystify important elements of the legislative drafting process. Descriptively, it provides a comprehensive typology of the origins of legislative drafts, outlining the many ways in which drafts emerge. At times, the descriptive insights are surprising: for example, when a committee drafts legislation in a bipartisan manner, it sometimes uses a “legislative notice-and-comment” process, sharing a draft publicly prior to its introduction so that stakeholders can review the draft and comment. At other times, the descriptive insights add substantial complexity to our accounts. For example, the executive often drafts legislation. This creates a principal-agent drafting problem between Congress and the Executive parallel to the principal-agent problem that emerges with delegation, but operating prior to a legislative enactment. The Article goes on to explain why members of Congress pursue different drafting processes and to explore the consequences of variety in legislative drafting for theories of statutory interpretation, for identifying reliable sources of legislative history, and for arguments about congressional delegation and judicial deference to agencies.

Introduction

Legislation is the central feature of the modern American legal system. More than common law rules or constitutional doctrines, legislation shapes, governs, and dominates virtually every aspect of modern life. Laws permit military operations and intelligence gathering. Tax, monetary, and financial rules keep the economy running. Legislation authorizes regulations that promote safe workplaces, protect children from choking on toys, and help ensure clean air and clean water. For administrative agencies, judges,
legal scholars who are interested in our “Republic of Statutes,” perhaps the central issue is determining the meaning of the legislation that Congress has enacted. To that end, courts and commentators have engaged in extensive and unending debates on theories and practices of statutory interpretation, the sources and role of legislative history, and the practices of legislative delegation and judicial deference to agencies.

Despite the importance of legislation to the functioning of the legal system, the actual workings of the legislative process are little known and much maligned. Scholars routinely treat the legislative process with disbelief, if not with outright contempt. One leading scholar has described the legislative process as “opaque,” “awkward,” “cumbersome,” “highly intricate,” “strategic,” “arbitrary,” “nonsubstantive,” and “tortuous.” Perhaps because they see Congress as crass, unprincipled, and chaotic, scholars and judges have not focused their attention on learning more about congressional procedures and operations. Instead, some argue that judicial interpretation of statutes should focus on simple, administrable rules because courts’ institutional capacity is far too limited to understand the workings of Congress, or because these rules act as important coordinating devices. Others argue that canons of interpretation, even when based on “fictions” about the legislative process, can be justified because courts have a duty to ensure that the law is coherent. Still others argue that the goal should be to

2 See, e.g., Adrian Vermeule, Judging Under Uncertainty: An Institutional Theory of Legal Interpretation 113 (2006); see also Victoria F. Nourse, A Decision Theory of Statutory Interpretation: Legislative History by the Rules, 122 Yale L.J. 70, 134 (2012) (“Some legal scholars or judges are quick to say that legislative procedures are simply too complex for lawyers or judges.”).
3 See, e.g., Victoria F. Nourse, Misunderstanding Congress: Statutory Interpretation, the Supermajoritarian Difficulty, and the Separation of Powers, 99 Geo. L.J. 1119, 1138 (2011) (“Academic textualists’ most ardent supporters are resolutely pessimistic (if not contemptuous) about the legislative process.”).
4 See id. at 1138 (quoting John F. Manning, Textualism and Legislative Intent, 91 Va. L. Rev. 419, 431, 438 (2005) (“tortuous”); id. at 423, 430 n.34, 431, 444 n.84, 450 (“opaque”); id. at 424, 429 n.30, 430, 438 n.64, 448 n.96, 450 (“complex”); id. at 423, 426 n.23, 431 (“cumbersome”); id. at 432 & n.43 (“strategic”); id. at 431, 432 n.43 (“arbitrary”); id. at 420, 425, 445 (“awkward”); id. at 431, 432 (“nonsubstantive”); id. at 431 (“highly intricate”).
5 Id. at 1139; Nourse, supra note 2, at 86.
6 Robert A. Katzmann, Statutes, 87 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 637, 645 (2012) (“[T]here has been scant consideration given to what I think is critical as courts discharge their interpretative task—an appreciation of how Congress actually functions . . . .”)
8 Frederick Schauer, Statutory Construction and the Coordinating Function of Plain Meaning, 1990 Sup. Ct. Rev. 231, 232 (advocating the plain meaning rule as a “second-best coordinating device”).
9 See, e.g., Lozman v. City of Riviera Beach, 133 S. Ct. 735, 744 (2013) (“Consistency of interpretation of related state and federal laws is a virtue in that it helps to create simplicity making the law easier to understand and to follow for lawyers and for nonlawyers alike.”);
force Congress to draft legislation more clearly. These approaches are particularly surprising because few legal scholars or practitioners, if any, would argue that judicial procedures and practices are simply too complicated and that lawyers should abandon their attempts to understand them altogether.

The central problem is that the legislative process remains seriously understudied and severely undertheorized. This may be because law school education rarely focuses much on legislation, or because few in the legal academy or on the bench have worked in the legislature. Whatever the reason, among legal academics, there has been comparatively little written on the inner workings of Congress. In recent years, some scholars have begun to dig deeper into legislative practices and procedures. A few have discussed the constitutional links to congressional procedure. Others have identified rules of congressional procedure and practice that bear directly on statutory interpretation. And in path-breaking articles, Professors Nourse, Schacter, Bressman, and Gluck have conducted empirical research on legisla-


10 For one example, see Einer Elhauge, Preference-Eliciting Statutory Default Rules, 102 COLUM. L. REV. 2162, 2169–70 (2002). For other examples, see Nourse, supra note 2, at 77 (describing proposals for federal rules of statutory interpretation, revisions to the use of legislative history, and other democracy forcing reforms).

11 Cf. Nourse, supra note 2, at 76 (“No one looks for the nine-Justice Supreme Court’s intent in determining the meaning of a judicial decision, and no one need look for the fictional intent of Congress in searching for the meaning of its decisions.”).

12 Katzmann, supra note 6, at 660 (“[Interpretive debates have] taken place in a vacuum, largely removed from the reality of how Congress actually functions.”).


14 Nourse, supra note 2, at 73–77, 74 n.6, 85–87; see also Dakota S. Rudesill, Closing the Legislative Experience Gap: How a Legislative Law Clerk Program Will Benefit the Legal Profession and Congress, 87 WASH. U. L. REV. 699, 706–08 (2010) (providing an empirical study showing a “virtual non-existence of legislative work experience” among judges and top legal faculty members).

15 Victoria F. Nourse & Jane S. Schacter, The Politics of Legislative Drafting: A Congressional Case Study, 77 N.Y.U. L. REV. 575, 576 (2002) (“Articles about statutory interpretation fill the pages of law reviews, but the vast majority of this scholarship focuses on courts. If the scholarship looks at legislatures at all, it does so from an external perspective, looking at Congress through a judicial lens. Little has been written from the legislative end of the telescope.”).


17 See Nourse, supra note 2; Jarrod Shobe, Intertemporal Statutory Interpretation and the Evolution of Legislative Drafting, 114 COLUM. L. REV. 807 (2014).
These writings are notable because their findings demonstrate not only the flaws of existing scholarship that relies on an idealized image of the legislative process, but also the richness and variety of legislative actions. As Gluck and Bressman conclude,

The foundational scholarship of federal legislation has, for the most part, been based on a generic and stylized account of statutory drafting—an understandable focus for a field that is still in its relative infancy. However, there is great variety that exists across drafters, types of statutes, the reasons why and ways in which Congress delegates, and countless other aspects of the drafting process. A mature theoretical account will have to contend with that variety or else come up with better justifications for ignoring it.19

In this context, it is unsurprising that the origins of legislative drafts are understudied. Despite courts often referring to the “legislator” as the drafter of legislation,20 the standard “Schoolhouse Rock!” model of how a bill becomes a law is undoubtedly wrong.21 From interviews with congressional staff, scholars have found that “there is no uniform process of legislative drafting followed in all cases.”22 The standard scholarly account of legislation recognizes variety in the origins of legislation, but does little more than simply assert that legislative drafts can originate with members of Congress, the executive branch, interest groups, lobbyists, constituents, industry, academics, and local governments.23 Recent research has tried to identify the relative weight of these sources of legislative drafts, based on the perceptions of congressional staff: 25% of first drafts come from the White House and agencies and 34% from outside groups and policy experts.24 Some accounts note that bills can be drafted not just by different persons, but in different locations, such as the floor of the House or Senate, or in conference commit-

---

19 Gluck & Bressman, supra note 9, at 911.
20 Nourse & Schacter, supra note 15, at 585.
21 Schoolhouse Rock!, I’m Just a Bill, YouTube (Sept. 1, 2008) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tyeJ55o3El0.
22 Nourse & Schacter, supra note 15, at 583.
23 See, e.g., William N. Eskridge, Jr., Philip P. Frickey & Elizabeth Garrett, Legislation and Statutory Interpretation 72 (2d ed. 2006) (“Once proponents convince a legislator to draft (or accept their draft of) a bill and to introduce it, they must make sure it survives the committee to which it is referred.”); John F. Manning & Matthew C. Stephenson, Legislation and Regulation 24 (2d ed. 2013) (“Many bills that result in major legislation are proposed by the executive branch or significant interest groups.”); Steven S. Smith et al., The American Congress 97 (4th ed. 2006) (“Legislation may be drafted by anyone—a member and his or her staff, a committee, lobbyists, executive branch officials, or any combination of insiders and outsiders—but it must be introduced by a member and while Congress is in session.”); Nourse & Schacter, supra note 15, at 584 (“Respondents told us, for example, that ideas for new legislation came from a broad array of sources—newspapers and court cases, lobbyists and the White House, Sunday-school teachers and law-review articles, to name a few.”).
24 Bressman & Gluck, supra note 18, at 758.
tee. Only a few scholars have attempted to develop more systematic typologies of legislative drafting. Professors Bressman and Gluck argue that there are three basic bill types: omnibus legislation, appropriations, and ordinary bills. Professors Nourse and Schacter have argued for four different drafting processes: the extended drafting process (through committee structures), consensus drafting (which includes multiple legislators and their staffs), drafting on the floor, and drafting in conference. Both sets of scholars agree that the differences in legislative drafting processes could have significant implications for statutory interpretation.

This Article seeks to demystify important elements of the legislative drafting process in the United States Congress. It provides a comprehensive typology of the origins of legislative drafts, explains the factors members of Congress and their staffs consider in deciding which drafting pathway to take, and explores the implications of the origins of legislation on legal debates related to statutory interpretation. The Article proceeds in four Parts. Part I addresses common misunderstandings and confusion about the different actors within Congress. It provides an overview of the structure of legislator-staff relationships and describes the roles that members of Congress (MCs), personal staff, committee staff, and legislative counsel play. Emerging from this description is the reality that MCs are best characterized not as drafters, but as decisionmakers.

Part II provides a comprehensive typology of the origins of legislative drafts. It identifies eleven different categories of the sources of legislative drafts. The typology first distinguishes between (1) drafts by legislators and their staffs, (2) drafts through committee processes, and (3) drafts by individuals or groups outside the legislature. Within those categories, it identifies a variety of species of origin stories for legislative drafts. These origin stories apply to legislation on most topics—ranging from legislative authorizations on health care, to financial regulation, to national security. The diversity of approaches is rich, and some of these origin stories are likely to surprise, such as examples of agencies and industry jointly drafting legislation and then giving the agreed-upon text to Congress for swift passage. It also discusses the role of legislative counsel and "technical assistance" from the executive branch. While this typology is comprehensive, it is not necessarily mutually exclusive or completely exhaustive. Legislative staff are constantly innovating, finding creative ways to advance legislative goals in a hotly contested and complex political environment. As a result, the origin stories presented here can be combined, and new origin stories may emerge in the future. Despite this limitation, these categories nonetheless provide identifiable and consistent pathways for how legislative drafts originate—and with far greater depth and granularity than has hitherto been outlined in the scholarly literature.

25 Katzmann, supra note 6, at 655.
26 Bressman & Gluck, supra note 18, at 760–62.
27 Nourse & Schacter, supra note 15, at 590–94.
28 Id.; Bressman & Gluck, supra note 18, at 760–76.
With so many different drafting pathways, the obvious follow-up question is why MCs pursue different drafting strategies. Part III outlines a variety of factors that are relevant in determining which drafting pathway is adopted. There is no simple formula here. The factors vary widely, from the purpose of the bill to political considerations to individual idiosyncrasies of particular MCs. In any particular case, different factors operate with different strengths, and different factors might cut in opposite directions. But again, these factors are recognizable, predictable, and consistent. As a first step to greater understanding, identifying them is critical.

The implications of this more granular understanding of the origins of legislative drafts are significant. First, as a simple descriptive matter, a more detailed understanding of the varieties of legislative drafting deepens our knowledge of Congress and the legislative process generally, critical components of our constitutional system. At times, the descriptive insights may be surprising; for example, when a committee drafts legislation in a bipartisan manner, it sometimes uses a “legislative notice-and-comment” process, sharing a draft publicly prior to its introduction so that stakeholders can review the draft and comment. At other times, the descriptive insights add substantial complexity to our accounts. For example, the executive often drafts legislation. This creates a principal-agent drafting problem between Congress and the executive that parallels the principal-agent problem familiar from delegation, but that operates prior to a legislative enactment.

Second, as a more complex functional matter, because most legal debates in statutory interpretation and administrative law are predicated on a view of Congress, the origins of legislation have implications for theories of statutory interpretation, the use of legislative history, and ongoing debates on the delegation doctrine and judicial deference to agencies. Part IV suggests some possible implications of the more textured view of legislative drafting on these legal debates and identifies further avenues for research.

Consider theories of statutory interpretation. The detailed analysis provided here has implications for both textualists and purposivists. The complexity and difficulty of understanding the pathways of legislation from origins to passage might support a prudential argument for textualism, that limiting analysis to the text limits the time and resource costs of interpretation and protects against mistakes. On the other hand, for purposivists, the descriptive account here provides a rich, discernable set of pathways that can be readily used to identify congressional actions. With greater understanding, it becomes easier to use nontextual sources and more likely that use of those sources will be accurate. Moving beyond textualism and purposivism,

---

29 Importantly, the descriptive contributions here are independent of any particular theory that explains the legislative process. As a result, these descriptive contributions should be of interest to those who adhere to public choice explanations, public interest explanations, or other explanations altogether.

30 See infra subsection II.B.2.

31 See infra subsections II.C.1, II.C.2.

32 See infra subsection IV.C.1.
all the leading theories of statutory interpretation—textualism, purposivism, intentionalism—are universalist theories, theories that apply regardless of particular legislative processes or features (such as committee jurisdiction, legislative process, or subject area). Recently, some scholars have argued that statutory interpretation should be more granular, focused on particular, discernable congressional procedures and practices. Understanding the origins of legislation is a critical component to this emerging trend of anti-universalist theorizing in statutory interpretation, an approach that is rooted in the diverse paths that legislation takes.

Greater understanding of the legislative process also improves the ability of judges and scholars to identify the most reliable legislative history for interpreting specific statutory provisions. For example, if a statute is drafted in a partisan manner through a committee, it makes sense to look at the statements of the members of that committee of the drafting political party; but if the statute was drafted in a bipartisan manner on committee, statements from members of both parties might be legitimate. Understanding the source of the draft bears directly on the legitimacy of the sources used in legislative history. Moreover, the realities of the legislative drafting process suggest that the comparative legitimacy and reliability of legislative materials may be more dependent on MCs signaling that the materials are part of the legislative record, rather than on the members actually drafting, reading, or relying on those materials. In other words, we need to start with the premise that members of Congress are not drafters but decisionmakers.

Finally, understanding the origins of legislation requires revisiting debates on delegation and deference to agencies. In the conventional model, Congress passes legislation and agencies implement it, creating a principal-agent problem in which agencies may drift away from congressional intent. However, in some cases, agencies and the White House are actually the primary drafters of the statute, and in other cases they provide consistent feedback and “technical assistance” throughout the drafting process. That the agency charged with interpreting the statute actually wrote the statute defies the conventional principal-agent model, and while it is likely that scholars are generally aware of the phenomenon, it has not been discussed or theorized at any length in the legal literature. At least in some cases, this departure from the conventional model suggests rethinking congressional delegation and judicial deference to agencies.

I. Drafters and Decisionmakers

Before delving into the various origins of legislative drafts, it is important to understand the basic structure of a congressional office and the relation-

33 See infra Section IV.A.
34 See id.
35 See infra Section IV.B.
36 See infra Section IV.C.
37 See infra subsections II.C.1, II.C.2; Section II.D.
ship of legislative staff to members of Congress. Indeed, some theories of statutory interpretation seem to be at least partly predicated on the role that legislators and staff play in the drafting process. For example, some textualists have argued that legislative history is less reliable than the texts of legislation because legislative history, unlike text, is written by congressional staff. To evaluate this claim, it is essential to know who exactly does the drafting and what role MCs play.

Whether in the House or in the Senate, four sets of people are most important to the legislative drafting process. First are members of Congress. Members of Congress are elected representatives who have formal authority to debate and pass legislation. Second are personal staffs. Each MC has a personal staff that usually comprises legislative assistants (LAs), who each have a portfolio of topics they cover, such as health care or education. If the MC is a member of a committee, she may have a dedicated personal staff member cover all the issues that arise in that committee (e.g. a foreign affairs LA for a member sitting on the Senate Foreign Relations Committee). Often—particularly in the House of Representatives, where staffs are smaller—an LA will cover a wide variety of topics that might span multiple committees. Legislative correspondents (LCs) answer mail and are often assigned to one or more LAs, serving as the junior staff member for that subject area. In addition, MCs have a legislative director to manage the LAs, press and communications personnel, constituent services staff, and other administrative support staff (e.g., scheduler, chief of staff). The MC hires the personal staff, and the “legislative staff” (the legislative assistants, legislative correspondents, and legislative director) is the core team working on policy and legislative issues (including drafting) for the member.

Separate from the MC and her personal staff is committee staff. Each house of Congress is divided into committees, and each committee has its own staff. The chairman and ranking members of the committee each hire all of the committee staff for their side. The result is that the entire committee staff works directly for the chair (or the ranking member), not for the members of the committee in their political party or members of the commit-

---

38 Nourse & Schacter, supra note 15, at 608 & n.69 ("One of these claims is that legislative history should be rejected by courts because it frequently is drafted by staffers—as opposed, presumably, to senators themselves.").
39 1 CONG. QUARTERLY INC., GUIDE TO CONGRESS 596–97 (5th ed. 2000).
40 See id.
41 Id. at 597.
42 Id.; see also, e.g., Committee on House Administration, Overview of 13 Common Staff Positions 6, https://cha-diversity.house.gov/position-descriptions.pdf (listing responsibilities for a legislative correspondent as including "[p]rovid[ing] administrative support and assistance to Legislative Aides").
43 CONG. QUARTERLY INC., supra note 39, at 596–97.
44 See id. at 595–597 (describing the relative autonomy that MCs have in hiring their personal staff, but identifying common structures and positions).
45 Id. at 590–91.
tee as a whole.\textsuperscript{46} This is significant because although MCs and their personal staffs work extremely closely with committee staff, it is a mistake to think that committee staff are apolitical bureaucrats who work for the committee members as a whole. Committee staff work for the committee chair or ranking member, and it is rarely the case that they are not extremely closely aligned with their boss's personal preferences and political agenda and incorporated into their managerial structure. As a result, MCs and personal staff do not treat committee staff as they would treat fellow members of their personal office.\textsuperscript{47} The same can be said for subcommittee staff. When subcommittee chairmen have funds to hire staff,\textsuperscript{48} they hire subcommittee staff who work directly for them, not for the committee chair or the other committee members.

Last is legislative counsel (“LegCo” in the parlance of Congress). Legislative counsel has historically been “mostly invisible” in the literature on drafting and statutory interpretation,\textsuperscript{49} but recent work has largely demystified the role of legislative counsel.\textsuperscript{50} Legislative counsel consists of two different offices—one for each house—of professional staff dedicated to drafting legislation.\textsuperscript{51} Legislative counsels are divided by subject matter, they are nonpartisan, and they do not directly work for any member of Congress.\textsuperscript{52} They work with staffs from anywhere in the chamber to draft, revise, edit, and format legislation.\textsuperscript{53}

While there is no universal framework for staff structures or processes, there are some generalizable practices. First, as a number of scholars have pointed out, staff drafts virtually everything; members almost never write or edit legislative text.\textsuperscript{54} Staff (committee and personal) are also the primary


\textsuperscript{47} Cong. Quarterly Inc., supra note 39, at 590.

\textsuperscript{48} Id. at 592.

\textsuperscript{49} Bressman & Gluck, supra note 18, at 739. The literature is limited. See, e.g., Harry W. Jones, Bill-Drafting Services in Congress and the State Legislatures, 65 Harv. L. Rev. 441, 443–447 (1952); Robert A. Katzmann, The American Legislative Process as a Signal, 9 J. Pub. Pol'y 287 (1989); Frederic Lee, The Office of the Legislative Counsel, 29 Colum. L. Rev. 381 (1929); Shobe, supra note 17; B.J. Ard, Comment, Interpreting by the Book: Legislative Drafting Manuals and Statutory Interpretation, 120 Yale L.J. 185 (2010).

\textsuperscript{50} Bressman & Gluck, supra note 18, at 739–47; Shobe, supra note 17, at 818–35.

\textsuperscript{51} Shobe, supra note 17, at 818.

\textsuperscript{52} Id.

\textsuperscript{53} Id. at 826–829. I distinguish legislative counsel from the American Law Division (ALD) of the Congressional Research Service (CRS). ALD often provides interpretations of law, but they are not primarily drafters. See id. at 837.

\textsuperscript{54} Gluck & Bressman, supra note 9, at 906 (“Most importantly, current doctrine makes assumptions about what legislative drafters know, and it is widely acknowledged (and our study confirms) that members do not do the actual drafting.”); id. at 983–84 (noting that staff draft everything); Nourse & Schacter, supra note 15, at 585 (“Perhaps unsurprisingly, our staff respondents saw themselves as centrally involved in bill drafting efforts. They also richly described the role of others in drafting but consistently described staffers as having...
drafter of legislative history. Legislative counsel is sometimes, though not always, involved in drafting the actual text of legislation. Because of their technical expertise in legislative format and cross references, and familiarity with legislative language in a specific subject area, they are often consulted to draft, revise, edit, or format legislation. In the case of appropriations, where the appropriations report is the relevant document (the actual appropriations bill is almost entirely numbers), legislative counsel is highly involved. Because many pieces of legislation originate with committee chairs or go through committee on their way to the floor, committee staff have a central role to play in the legislative drafting process—and perhaps the central role in drafting language for committee reports. Committee chairmen and their staff also frequently shepherd major legislation through to consideration on the chamber floor. Personal staff are also involved in legislative drafting. First, they can draft, edit, and revise language themselves for their MC. Second, when the MC is not chair of the committee, they are the link between the committee and the MC. Personal staff covering farm subsidies for a Senator on the Agriculture Committee, for example, will be in frequent touch with committee staff regarding a pending farm bill. The personal staff members are the ones who brief an MC on a bill’s progress, draft floor speeches and colloquies, and write press statements. They are also the ones who (sometimes with outside help) will draft amendments to the bill as it goes through committee.

Staff and members rely on four different categories of sources: formal sources, public and semi-public sources, non-public sources, and cloakroom summaries. The most obvious category is the formal sources—legislative text, committee, and conference reports. Generally, MCs vote on these documents, and surveys suggest that many have not read and almost certainly have not written or edited them personally. The second category is public and principal responsibility for producing bill drafts.”); id. at 585–86 (“Most staffers indicated that, as a general rule, senators themselves did not write the text of legislation . . . ”).

55 Nourse & Schachter, supra note 15, at 608 (“Respondents readily acknowledged that staff, rather than senators, drafted legislative history. Staffers regularly wrote committee reports, floor statements, conference reports, and colloquies on the floor.”).

56 Katzmann, supra note 6, at 644–55 (“Although legislators and their staffers are not required to consult with legislative counsel, doing so is prudent because a poorly drafted bill can lead to all manner of problems for agencies and courts charged with interpreting the statute.”). See Bressman & Gluck, supra note 18, at 739–47, for a discussion of the situations in which Legislative Counsel is likely consulted. It is worth noting that Bressman & Gluck’s excellent study may suffer from some selection and reporting bias, as Legislative Counsel members have good reason to inflate their role and committee staff have good reason not to criticize.

57 See Shobe, supra note 17, at 821–27.

58 Gluck & Bressman, supra note 9, at 980. Legislative counsel usually draft the central appropriations report, which is the guide to how appropriations are to be spent.

59 CONG. QUARTERLY INC., supra note 39, at 591–92 (noting that committee staff are involved in drafting and that committee reports are “almost entirely written by staff”).

60 Gluck & Bressman, supra note 9, at 972–73 (quoting one survey respondent as saying, “Members don’t read text. Most committee staff don’t read text. Everyone else is
semi-public sources. Congressional staffers and MCs frequently have access to section-by-section summaries of legislation written by the legislation’s sponsor (or by committee staff), one-page summaries designed to provide an overview of the legislation for staffers, press releases that summarize the goals and provisions of legislation, summaries written by outside groups (non-profit organizations, industry lobbyists, etc.), or reports from the Congressional Research Service (CRS). Note that some of these sources are deliberately designed to persuade, not simply to summarize.

The third category is non-public sources. Congressional staff will frequently engage in informal contacts via phone or email with the staffs of legislative sponsors, academics, executive branch officials, or outside groups to inquire about the scope or substance of legislative provisions. In addition, staff usually draft non-public memoranda to MCs relying on formal, public, semi-public, and non-public sources; these memoranda will often summarize and analyze legislation and make recommendations to the MC on whether to support the legislation. Legislative counsel work product and some CRS analyses also fall into this category.

The fourth category is cloakroom summaries, something legal scholars have hitherto not identified as a source in the legislative process. Each party has a cloakroom off the floor of the chamber, with a staff that helps manage their side’s floor activities. For many pieces of legislation—and particularly for amendments to legislation—the cloakroom staff for each side writes short summaries of the basic point of the legislation (or amendment). These summaries are available to the MCs while they are on the floor, and if staff have failed to brief the MCs prior to a vote, these summaries may be the only thing that the MC reads before deciding how to vote. When there are divisions within the party on an issue, there might be multiple summaries of the same amendment, each with a different spin representing the views of the subgroup.

The overall picture that emerges from understanding the workings of a congressional office is that MCs are not drafters but rather decisionmakers. Working off [the section-by-section] summaries [in the legislative history]. . . . The very best members don’t even read the text, they all just read summaries.” (first and second alterations in original)); Nourse & Schachter, supra note 15, at 608 (“Many staffers volunteered that members did not even read committee reports, except perhaps those pertaining to the bills they themselves had sponsored. Many staffers also candidly acknowledged that senators generally did not read the text of bills either. . . . ”).

61 It is important to note that CRS reports are generally not public, though they sometimes become public. In addition, CRS produces informal, individualized analyses for MCs. These analyses are not public and, like legislative counsel work product, are seen as protected under something like an attorney-client privilege.

62 The reasons for this might be many, ranging from the complexity and variety of issues to the demands of fundraising and heavy campaign schedules. For a discussion of the time MCs spend fundraising, see Lawrence Lessig, Republic, Lost 138–42 (2011), and Ryan Grim & Sabrina Siddiqui, Call Time for Congress Shows How Fundraising Dominates Bleak Work Life, HUFFINGTON POST (Jan. 8, 2013), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/01/08/call-time-congressional-fundraising_n_2427291.html.
They are managers of a mini-bureaucracy who set the direction for policy and sometimes wade into the details of policy, but who rarely get into the technical work of legislative drafting—or into the staff work of drafting support documents (like one-page summaries or press releases), legislative history documents, or even floor speeches. This distinction, of course, runs contrary to the current doctrine on statutory interpretation. But as Professors Bressman and Gluck have noted, “Interpretive doctrines designed to reflect how members actually participate in the drafting process would look very different, and certainly less text oriented, than the ones that we currently have.”

II. The Origins of Legislative Drafts

Textbook and even scholarly understandings of the legislative process rarely investigate the origins of legislative drafts. For the most part, scholars assume that scholars, interest groups, or staff draft legislation. In fact, the legislative drafting process is far more varied and textured than is conventionally understood. Legislative drafts can originate from a wide range of sources and processes. For scholars, understanding how legislative drafts emerge provides greater clarity into how the first branch of government works. For agencies, litigants, and judges who rely on legislative history, it changes and complicates the sources and practice of statutory interpretation.

This Part provides a typology of legislative drafting practices, outlining eleven different pathways that lead to first drafts of legislation, organized into three categories. This typology provides a comprehensive understanding of the primary ways in which legislation emerges, with illustrative examples. Note that this typology is based on who drafts legislation, not on where they draft legislation. For example, legislation is sometimes drafted in committee, on the floor of the Senate or House, or in conference committee. But in each case, it is initially written by an actor: individuals, committees, or outsiders. While the location of drafting is important to understanding the legislative process and particularly for identifying the strength of sources of legislative history, the focus of this typology is on the drafting process, and therefore on identity of the legislative drafter and the implications that dif-

63 Gluck & Bressman, supra note 9, at 940 (“The majority of respondents described their members’ involvement as taking place at the more abstract level of policy rather than at the granular level of text.”).
64 Id. at 906.
65 See, e.g., Eskridge et al., supra note 23, at 72 (“Once proponents convince a legislator to draft (or accept their draft of) a bill and to introduce it, they must make sure it survives the committee to which it is referred.”); Manning & Stephenson, supra note 23, at 24 (“Many bills that result in major legislation are proposed by the executive branch or significant interest groups.”); Smith et al., supra note 23, at 97 (“Legislation may be drafted by anyone—a member and his or her staff, a committee, lobbyists, executive branch officials, or any combination of insiders and outsiders—but it must be introduced by a member while Congress is in session.”).
66 See, e.g., Eskridge et al., supra note 23, at 72; Manning & Stephenson, supra note 23, at 24; Smith et al., supra note 23, at 97.
Different legislative drafters have on the legislative process and on legal debates. This Part concludes with a note on the role of legislative counsel and the executive branch in providing technical drafting assistance.

A. Legislator-Based Drafting

1. Sole Authorship

Perhaps the most obvious form of legislative drafting is sole authorship. On the classic story of “how a bill becomes a law,” a member of Congress will draft and introduce legislation on a topic of interest or importance. In previous times, members of Congress would actually draft and transcribe legislation themselves. Thus, we have Henry Clay’s handwritten draft proposal for the Compromise of 1850, which was voted down. Today, an MC’s staff member will almost always draft sole-authored legislation. The staff might consult with legislative counsel, interest groups, and academic or policy experts, or the staff might just write the language themselves. Examples of sole-authored legislation abound—from bills to rescind stimulus funds for use in high-speed rail corridors to bills pushing for jobs in forestry.

Sole authorship has important advantages for the author. Foremost is that the author gets full credit for drafting and introducing the legislation. Introducing legislation is one way to demonstrate that the MC is fighting on behalf of his or her constituents, which may help with reelection. Hence, many sole-authored pieces of legislation relate directly to the particular needs of the MC’s constituency. In addition to serving local constituents, credit can also help an MC stake out territory in a specific issue area. Authorship indicates to colleagues and interest groups that the MC is interested in a particular topic. Interest groups will be more likely to approach and engage the MC thereafter, and out of respect, colleagues will usually consult with the MC when they are thinking about operating within the MC’s issue area. Over time, MCs gain a reputation for expertise and leadership in

73 Volden & Wiseman, supra note 71, at 168–78.
the area, which has benefits in policy effectiveness and constituent service. Second, sole-authored legislation allows MCs to stake out a position without negotiating with others. Members of Congress often introduce “message bills” to drive a particular political message or to try to reorient public debate. Message bills may not have a high chance of passage, but they serve the member’s political goals. Third, sole authorship has the benefit of speed. Because the staff will not need to negotiate with staff in other offices to come to agreement on legislative language, sole authorship allows MCs to introduce legislation more quickly than other processes of legislative drafting. At the same time, sole authorship has an important drawback: because the MC and her staff have not engaged colleagues or committee staff in the drafting process, it may be more difficult for the MC to build support for her legislation.

2. Legislative Partnerships

Just as drafts originate with individual MCs, so too can they originate with small groups of Congressmen in cooperation. Often, two or more MCs will join together to draft legislation on an issue of shared concern and perspective. Sometimes legislative partnerships feature two or more members of the same party joining together to draft and introduce legislation. However, the most significant benefit of partnership is that it can lead to bipartisan legislative drafts. Particularly in a polarized Congress, bipartisan legislation has political and policy benefits. As a political matter, bipartisan legislation often gets favorable media coverage. For MCs who are interested in showing that they are not extreme and obstructionist, but can find ways to work across party lines (though this is by no means all members), legislative partnerships bring favorable press coverage. As a policy matter, bipartisan legislation may appear to be (or actually be) more likely to gain support and pass through the chamber. When Congress is deeply divided, bipartisan legislation signals an area that may be less politically polarized and thus more likely to gain widespread agreement.

A recent example will demonstrate the benefits. Senator John McCain (R-AZ) was the Republican nominee for President in 2008 and is often a fierce critic of President Obama’s policies; Senator Elizabeth Warren (D-MA)
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76 See, e.g., A Bill to Amend the Grand Ronde Reservation Act to Make Technical Corrections, and for Other Purposes, S. 416, 113th Cong. (2013) (introduced by Jeff Merkley (D-OR) and Ron Wyden (D-OR)).
is widely seen as a leading progressive in the Senate. In the spring of 2013, McCain and Warren worked together to draft the 21st Century Glass-Steagall Act, which they introduced along with Senators Maria Cantwell (D-WA) and Angus King (I-ME). The original Glass-Steagall Act, officially the Banking Act of 1933, was passed as part of President Franklin Roosevelt’s 100 days. The original Act separated depository institutions from investment banking. Starting in the 1980s, a series of decisions by the Federal Reserve and Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, in addition to court decisions, eroded the wall separating different types of financial institutions. The Act was ultimately repealed in 1999. In the wake of the 2008 financial crash, there was widespread discussion of the need to reinstate Glass-Steagall. In this context, it is perhaps no surprise that the high-profile bipartisan partnership caused significant media interest behind bringing back Glass-Steagall-like reforms.


80 Id.


3. Legislative Gangs

A relative of the legislative partnership is the legislative gang. On many of the most high profile, politically charged issues of the day, a group of legislators of both parties will form a “gang” to hammer out a compromise that can gain support from enough members to pass. These gangs have become common: the 2013 Gang of Eight on immigration reform; the 2005 Gang of Fourteen on filibuster reform; the 2007 Gang of Twelve on immigration reform; the 2011 Gang of Six on deficit reduction; the 2008 Gang of Ten on energy; and the 2009 Gang of Six on health care.85

Superficially, legislative gangs are a subset of legislative partnerships—a mere grouping of legislators working together on an issue. In practice, however, legislative gangs are different in significant ways. First, legislative gangs arise only in the Senate, because the House of Representatives’ structure creates a strong majoritarian system with centralized power. Second, the “gang” formulation is only used when the issue is of great salience and when an agreement is more likely to lead to passage. In contrast, legislation arising out of partnerships may be—like all legislation—unlikely to be enacted into law.86

Perhaps most interestingly, the use of legislative gangs differs from common political science models of legislative behavior. Political scientists have offered a variety of theories to explain when legislation is likely to pass. The


86 Volden & Wiseeman, supra note 71, at 27 (“[O]nly about one in twenty bills becomes a law.”).
most prominent are majoritarian theories, under which legislation passes when a party has a majority of votes in the chamber to guarantee passage, median voter theory, in which MCs must gain the support of the median legislator in order to guarantee passage, and pivotal politics theory, in which MCs must be able to gain the support of the legislator whose vote is needed to defeat a filibuster or override a presidential veto. In each of these cases, legislators are lined up based on their preferred policy (e.g., from strongly supporting immigration reform to strongly opposing it). Although legislative gangs might still need to satisfy the median or pivotal legislator, their use does not exactly fit the conventional approach because it stresses the importance of balancing various power bases within the legislative body. Take the 2013 immigration reform bill, for example. The Gang of Eight in that case comprised Senators Michael Bennett (D-CO), Richard Durbin (D-IL), Jeff Flake (R-AZ), Lindsey Graham (R-SC), John McCain (R-AZ), Bob Menendez (D-NJ), Marco Rubio (R-FL), and Chuck Schumer (D-NY). On a conventional measure of partisanship in the Senate, only a few of the Gang of Eight are among the centrist votes closest to bringing the Democratic majority to the sixty votes needed to defeat a filibuster. Nor can the composition of the Gang of Eight be explained by seniority, as Senator Flake was a freshman member of the Senate. Nor can it be explained by geographic diversity, as Senators McCain and Flake both represent Arizona; or committee membership, as Bennett, Menendez, McCain, and Rubio are not on the Judiciary Committee. In fact, the Gang of Eight’s composition shows attentiveness to geography, representation for sub-groups within parties, members’ level of interest, and formal and informal leadership within the party.

**B. Committee-Based Drafting**

Legislative drafts do not just originate with members of Congress and their staffs. The organization of Congress into committees with jurisdictional authority gives committees—and particularly committee staff—a central role in the legislative drafting process. In addition to legislators having a personal staff, with staff members covering different policy issues, each committee has
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91 Weiner, supra note 85.
92 Only three are close: McCain is ranked fifty-seventh, Flake is sixty-third, and Graham is fifty-ninth. For the full rankings from 2013, see Senate Ratings, Nat. J., http://www.nationaljournal.com/free/document/download/5077-1.
a staff. Committee staff are allocated differently based on the committee. Sometimes committee chairs and ranking members hire all of the respective majority and minority staff members. Other times, subcommittee chairs and ranking members may be able to hire their own staff.

1. Partisan Committee Drafting

Some legislation is drafted through a committee-led, partisan process with the goal of developing legislation that every member of the committee (on the majority or minority side) will support. On this model, majority or minority committee staff will convene the relevant staffer from each MC’s personal office who is on the committee and of the same political party. This group is usually referred to by party, issue area, and staff title (e.g., Republican Environment and Energy Las, Democratic Banking Las), and they meet regularly so members are informed about the committee’s business. When the committee embarks on partisan committee drafting, staffers gather frequently to discuss the goals of the legislation and the policy preferences of each member, debate outlines of legislation, and eventually discuss and revise particular legislative language. All of this work takes place at the staff level. Committee staff usually organize the meeting, drive the conversation, and provide draft outlines and draft language (in consultation with legislative counsel), based on the conversations with staffers from each office. Each member’s personal staffer reports back to their office (usually to the legislative director and MC), summarizing the developments of the most recent meetings, and then the staffer works to identify priorities and strategy for future meetings. If individual members have previously introduced sole-authored legislation or jointly authored legislation that is relevant to the topic, they may try to insert that legislation into the legislative draft. In addition, the committee staff and personal staff will usually engage the opinions of stakeholders, who are constituents or sympathetic to their perspective on the issue. Partisan committee drafting also has a strategic component: by “grabbing the pen,” the majority or minority committee can set the agenda for future negotiations with the other side.

As an example of partisan committee drafting, consider the legislative drafts for the 2013 reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA). In the spring of 2013, the Republicans and Democrats on the Senate Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions (HELP) Committee each introduced different versions of the reauthorization—versions that every
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95 Cong. Quarterly Inc., supra note 39, at 592 (“The chairman or the top-ranking minority party member of a committee selects most committee employees, as a prerequisite of office, subject only to nominal approval by the full committee.”).


97 Note that what might appear to be partisan committee drafting is sometimes sole authorship, when the committee chair or ranking member produces a draft on her own and then sells it to their partisan committee members.
committee member of each party supported.\textsuperscript{98} The Democratic version was drafted through a committee-led process, in which committee staff worked with personal staff from each office through successive drafts of the legislation, including making specific wording changes in response to concerns from committee members. The Democratic draft also featured sections that were based on individual members’ sole-authored legislation. For example, Senator Al Franken (D-MN) introduced the Accelerated Learning Act of 2013 on May 23, 2013.\textsuperscript{99} That stand-alone bill appears virtually word-for-word in the Democratic draft of the ESEA reauthorization as Subpart 2 of Title I, Part B.\textsuperscript{100}

2. Bipartisan Committee Drafting

Similar to the partisan committee drafting process is the bipartisan committee drafting process. On this model, committee staff from both parties convene the personal staff for committee members (e.g., all the health legislative assistants), and the group of all staff meets frequently to develop the legislative draft. As with the partisan committee process, the entire group considers the goals and structure of the legislation, comes to agreement on policy issues, and eventually works through specific legislative language (put together with the help of legislative counsel). Bipartisan committee drafting has some obvious challenges. Foremost, there is greater difficulty getting all members to agreement. Second, although meetings and negotiations involve the entire bipartisan staff, the majority and minority staff directors need to have a trusted working relationship. The committee staff directors are involved in something akin to what game theorists call a two-level game.\textsuperscript{101} The Level I game is her negotiations with the opposing party’s committee staff director, in which she looks to find common ground and ensures that negotiations are in good faith and do not break down. The Level II game is her negotiation with the individual staff members representing MCs in the committee staff deliberations. The committee staff director needs to find a win-set that incorporates both Level I and II constraints. Committee staff therefore often meet at Level II (partisan committee staff and personal staff)


\textsuperscript{100} See S. 1094, at §§ 1221–26.

in order to discuss issues and determine a strategy that they can bring into the Level I bipartisan negotiations.

A third feature is the role of interest groups, or stakeholders. In bipartisan committee drafting, the number and variety of stakeholders are greater than in partisan committee drafting, as every member on the committee has constituents and interest groups that they respect or from whom they seek support. Perhaps most interesting is that staffers have developed processes that we can think of as “legislative notice-and-comment.” This process engages stakeholders in ways similar to the legislative hearings that MCs engage in and to the notice-and-comment process that administrative agencies follow. The bipartisan staffs will often gather with a panel of experts or stakeholder representatives (including sometimes members of relevant executive branch agencies) to discuss their ideas. Usually, the panel members make an opening presentation or statement (just as committee hearing witnesses do for MCs) and then the bipartisan staff members can ask questions (just as MCs do in a legislative hearing). Unlike hearings in which MCs participate, these sessions are not focused on a public audience. Rather, these, private sessions are frequently technical and are genuinely focused on fact-finding: understanding the problem, the perspectives of stakeholders, and the concerns and pressures in the area. Then, once the committee staff has a draft that most or all of the MCs have agreed to, the committee will release that draft, prior to the draft being introduced as legislation, for a comment period for stakeholders to consider the draft and to provide feedback. At the end of the comment period, the bipartisan committee staff returns to the draft and decides if there is need for further changes based on what they have heard from constituents and stakeholders.

In 2013, the HELP Committee pursued this bipartisan committee drafting process, with notice and comment procedures, leading to the Pharmaceutical Compounding Quality and Accountability Act. In the fall of 2012, thirty-two people were killed after an outbreak of fungal meningitis, stemming from drugs compounded at the New England Compounding Center (NECC). Compounded drugs fell into a regulatory gray area. In 1997, Congress passed a law regulating the industry, but in 2002, the Supreme Court struck down portions of the law relating to advertising as violating the First Amendment. The Court, however, did not squarely answer the sever-
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102 For an example of the foregoing process, see infra notes 103–112 and accompanying text.
ability question, and lower courts interpreted the decision differently.\footnote{107} The patchwork regulatory scheme led to widespread underenforcement of the remaining portions of the law.\footnote{108} Senators attempted to reform the law in 2007\footnote{109} but failed due to heavy industry lobbying against new regulations.\footnote{110} After NECC, the Senate HELP Committee decided to take up the issue and find a bipartisan solution. Throughout the spring, committee and personal staff of both parties worked together on the draft legislation, engaging in meetings with stakeholders, and ultimately releasing a proposed legislative draft. The draft was not introduced by any Senator; rather, it was posted online with a request for stakeholder comments.\footnote{111} After comment and revision, the draft was introduced as actual legislation in the Senate.\footnote{112}

3. Bipartisan, Bicameral Drafting

Perhaps the oddest form of committee drafting is the phenomenon of bipartisan, bicameral committee drafting. Selected staff from relevant personal offices and from the committees will meet with their counterparts in the other chamber to reach an agreement on legislative language. The result is a bipartisan, bicameral draft that has the benefit of being likely to pass both houses of Congress without trouble. Note that this is not the conference committee process. This is also distinct from the “preconference” process, by which amendments are negotiated to make each chamber’s legislation identical without going through the conference process.\footnote{113} Rather, bipartisan bicameral drafting can take place even if legislation has not yet been introduced. To see an example, return to the legislation on compounding.\footnote{114}

\footnote{107} Med. Ctr. Pharmacy v. Mukasey, 536 F.3d 383 (5th Cir. 2008) (ruling that the advertising provisions were severable). The Ninth Circuit had previously held that they were not severable and struck down the entire pharmaceutical compounding provision, leading to the Thompson case in the Supreme Court, 535 U.S. 357. The Supreme Court did not address severability in its opinion, leaving the Ninth Circuit’s position intact.


\footnote{110} See, e.g., Burton et al., supra note 108.


\footnote{113} For a brief discussion of the “preconference” process, see Bressman & Gluck, supra note 18, at 762.

\footnote{114} For another example, see Press Release, Senate Comm. on Health, Educ., Labor & Pensions, Bicameral Group Announces Deal to Improve American Workforce Develop-
After the Senate HELP Committee passed the bill, the bill stalled. Members of staff from the Senate HELP Committee began working with their counterparts in the House to come to an agreement that both chambers would be able to pass. In September 2013, after bipartisan, bicameral negotiations, a group of HELP Committee Senators introduced a new bill, the Drug Quality and Security Act, which was a revised version of the earlier legislation—but with the full support of the Chairman and Ranking Members of the House Energy and Commerce Committee. Again, note that the legislative compromise did not take place during conference committee—and that neither chamber had passed the legislation yet. The negotiations took place prior to these formal processes.

4. Reauthorizations

A variation on the partisan and bipartisan committee drafting processes is the drafting process for reauthorizations. Most legislation that is policy-focused is an authorizing piece of legislation, providing the authority for an agency to take on some kind of action. Authorizations are in contrast to appropriations bills, which actually provide funding for activities that have already been authorized. Some authorizations expire after a period of time, and Congress will then reauthorize the government programs with whatever revisions or new innovations they seek. Reauthorizations differ slightly from other drafting processes because they usually begin with the existing text of the law. Note that if an agency has residual authority, for example, a reauthorization might not actually be necessary for the agency to continue its programs.

A few examples of reauthorization. The Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) is an example of partisan committee drafting that was actually a reauthorization. The 2013 Water Resources Development Act (WRDA) is an example of a bipartisan committee drafted reauthorization, though WRDA departed from the ideal type discussed above in important ways. As an authorization for the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers water infrastructure projects, WRDA does not involve the same level of painstaking cooperative drafting between parties; most of the bill is just a list of projects.
that the Army Corps is slated to pursue.\footnote{Id.} Indeed, WRDA also shows that not all bipartisan committee drafting is without controversy. A portion of the legislation made changes to environmental reviews.\footnote{Id.} Despite support from the liberal committee Chairwoman, Senator Barbara Boxer, environmental groups and progressive members of the Senate opposed these provisions and sought to amend them when the legislation came to the floor of the Senate.\footnote{See, e.g., Larry Schweiger et al., Water Protection: Federal Law Would Again Let Army Corps Run Roughshod Over Environment, SAN JOSE MERCURY NEWS (May 3, 2013), http://www.mercurynews.com/opinion/ci_23168131/; see also Nat’l Wildlife Fed’n, NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION ANALYSIS WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT ACT OF 2013 — S. 601 (2013), http://www.nwf.org/pdf/WRDA/NWF_MemoS_601_WRDA_2013Final_40513.pdf; Robert W. Adler et al., Nat’l Wildlife Fed’n, STRIKE HARMFUL STREAMLINING PROVISIONS IN S.601 (Apr. 8, 2013), https://www.nwf.org/pdf/WRDA/WRDA%202013%20Streamlining_Professors%20Letter_Final_04-08-13.pdf (letter written to express concerns with sections 2033 and 2032 of the proposed Water Resources Development Act of 2013).}

5. Multicommittee Drafting

Sometimes, drafting does not take place within a single committee. Rather, two or more committees will work together on putting together the first draft of legislation. The reasons are formal and functional, but first some background on congressional rules: in both the Senate and the House of Representatives, newly introduced legislation is referred to one or more committees based on the committees’ jurisdiction and the chamber’s rules. In 1995, the House changed its rules to eliminate “joint referrals,” the simultaneous referral of legislation to two or more committees.\footnote{Judy Schneider, Cong. Research Serv., RL30945, HOUSE AND SENATE RULES OF PROCEDURE: A COMPARISON 1 (2008).} Under the current rules, the Speaker identifies a committee with primary jurisdiction and then can pursue one of two kinds of multiple referral: sequential referral, under which the legislation is referred to one committee, then another, and so on; and split referral, in which the specific parts of the legislation are referred to different committees.\footnote{Id. at 2.} In the Senate, joint, sequential, and split referrals are also allowed, but by custom, multiple referrals require unanimous consent.\footnote{Id. §§ 2032–33.}

The formal structure of committee referrals, particularly in the House, creates an incentive for drafters to work across committees when drafting legislation that spans across committee jurisdiction. Members of Congress know that if they want to get legislation that spans multiple committees passed, they will eventually need the assent of members of the other committees (either because the legislation will be split in referral or will go through sequential referral). As a result, sometimes drafters will want to engage in ex ante negotiations with members of the relevant committees, so that their leg-
islation can more smoothly move through each committee. Even in the Senate, where multiple referrals are less common, MCs will want to engage in such consultations across committees in order to build support (or at least prevent opposition) to their legislation because it encroaches on the turf of another committee. A frustrated committee chair who was not consulted has considerable power to delay or even block a bill on the Senate floor.

As an example, consider the initial drafting in the House of Representatives of what ultimately became the Affordable Care Act. The House Energy and Commerce, Ways and Means, and Education and Workforce Committees all have jurisdiction over health policy issues. In March 2009, in order to prevent the "turf fights" that had (among other things) plagued the Clinton health care reform effort in the early 1990s, the chairmen of these committees all agreed to jointly draft the legislation, which would then be introduced into all three of their committees. By early June, they had produced a first draft of the legislation, and after negotiations with the House Democratic leadership and various groups within the Democratic caucus, they ultimately reported the legislation out of each committee in July 2009.

C. Outsider-Based Drafting

Despite the idealized understanding of Congress, in which all legislation emerges from public-spirited legislators, scholars have long understood that outside groups sometimes provide first drafts of legislation. For the most part, scholars of legislation have identified interest groups and academic experts as legislative drafters. But there are other sources of outsider drafting. The executive branch, for example, sometimes drafts entire pieces of legislation and, in some cases, the executive branch and private industry will even jointly work together to draft legislation.

1. Executive Branch Authorship

Despite the conventional understanding of Congress as the primary source of legislation, often, the executive branch will draft entire pieces of
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130 See supra note 23.
legislation and transmit that legislation to Congress. At that point, MCs (or Committees) will take the draft, edit it, make revisions, and eventually introduce it as their own. But members of the executive branch write the original draft. The functional reasons why both MCs and the executive find executive branch authorship valuable are not surprising. First, members of the executive branch have considerable expertise in the subject areas they cover—likely far more than their counterparts in Congress—and they are tasked with implementing the laws, so they have a granular understanding of what needs to be improved in existing laws. Second, members of Congress do not have the resources, time, or personnel to thoroughly engage some of the most complex policy issues. Finally, for the executive, participation in drafting has important policy benefits: it enables the executive to shape the laws that it will be implementing (thereby aligning them with its policy preferences), coordinate between departments and agencies that might have a stake or expertise on the particular issue (with either OMB or the White House taking that coordination role), and it allows executive branch officials to help ensure that laws are not filled with mistakes and problems—at least in the first draft.

This practice is longstanding. During the late 1930s, executive branch officials were highly involved in drafting legislation and even in ghostwriting congressional reports and floor speeches. Edwin Witte, executive director of Franklin Roosevelt’s Committee on Economic Security in 1934 and 1935, went so far as to comment in 1942 that

> [b]eyond question many important statutes enacted by Congress have their origin in administrative departments and congressional action is profoundly influenced by the wishes of these departments. To my personal knowledge this has been the situation as to substantially all social security legislation and also, I believe, as to most of the agricultural, banking, credit, defense, housing, insurance, public utility, securities, tax, and much other legislation of the last five or eight years.

Witte went on to describe the close relationship between agency staff and Congress, including agency participation in every stage of drafting—from initial idea development to floor debates to final negotiations.

Although MCs now have larger staffs, enabling staff to take a greater role in drafting, the practice of executive drafting still continues. In a recent arti-

131 There is some constitutional authority for this practice. The President has Article II authority to “recommend to [Congress’s] Consideration such Measures as he shall judge necessary and expedient.” U.S. Const. art. II, § 3. In spite of the formal authority, the conventional textbook account of the legislative process does not adequately account for the executive role in drafting the laws and legal scholarship has been insufficiently attentive of this phenomenon as well. See infra Section IV.C.
133 Id. at 340 (alteration in original) (quoting Edwin E. Witte, Administrative Agencies and Statute Lawmaking, 2 Pub. Admin. Rev. 116, 116 (1942)).
134 Id. at 340–41.
cle, Professor Christopher Walker surveyed agency rule-writers and, among other things, asked about their role in the legislative process.\textsuperscript{135} Fifty-nine percent of the agency rule-drafters responded that their agency “always” or “often” plays a policy or substantive part in the drafting of statutes within their jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{136} An additional twenty-seven percent believed that their agency “sometimes” plays such a role.\textsuperscript{137}

Perhaps the best recent example is the Dodd-Frank Act of 2010. In the wake of the financial crisis and the election of President Obama, the President and Representative Barney Frank, Chairman of the House Financial Services Committee, met in February 2009 and agreed that the White House would take the lead on the first draft of regulatory reform legislation. According to Frank, the President suggested that, given the complexity of the issue, it would be better if the executive drafted the legislation. Frank was eager to accept that offer.\textsuperscript{138} Over the next few months, White House and Treasury Department staff drafted first a white paper outlining the basic structure of financial reform, and then ultimately an initial draft of the legislation.\textsuperscript{139} Frank then picked up the draft and proceeded with the usual legislative process of wrangling members and interest groups in order to get the legislation passed. During the negotiations, executive branch officials remained involved, often discussing particular elements of the draft legislation with members of Congress and their staffs.\textsuperscript{140}

2. Private-Executive Authorship

Legislative drafts can also originate from an agreement between the executive branch and private industry, with consultation from other stakeholders. Perhaps the best examples are the User Fee Agreements (UFAs) that fund and govern certain Food and Drug Administration (FDA) processes. Take the Prescription Drug User Fee Act (PDUFA).\textsuperscript{141} Under PDUFA, first passed by Congress in 1992, the FDA charges user fees to prescription drug manufacturers.\textsuperscript{142} The fees go toward processing drug applications (and are supplementary to regular FDA appropriations).\textsuperscript{143} In addition, the law requires the FDA to meet certain performance goals and targets that are jointly agreed to by industry and the FDA and then presented

\begin{footnotes}
\textsuperscript{136} \textit{Id.} at 1037.
\textsuperscript{137} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{138} ROBERT G. KAISER, \textit{ACT OF CONGRESS} 37 (2013).
\textsuperscript{139} \textit{Id.} at 85–86, 115.
\textsuperscript{140} For a personal account of some of these conversations, see TIMOTHY F. GEITHNER, \textit{Stress Test: Reflections on Financial Crises} (2014).
\textsuperscript{143} \textit{Id.}
\end{footnotes}
to Congress. The PDUFA has since been reauthorized four times, most recently in 2012. The 2012 reauthorization process is indicative of the overall model. The FDA met with industry and stakeholders frequently to come to agreement on legislative language, performance goals, and user fee levels. In September 2011, the FDA posted the draft agreement on its website, subject to review by the Secretary of Health and Human Services (HHS) and the Office of Management and Budget (OMB). In January 2012, the Secretary of HHS submitted new draft legislative language and the performance-goals document to Congress, at which point the relevant committees took up the draft legislation, marked it up, and eventually passed the legislation.

3. Private Authorship

Legislative drafts can also emerge from private authors—interest groups, industry, academics, individual policy experts, or bodies of experts like the Administrative Conference or the American Law Institute. In these cases, the draft is passed through to an MC’s office, and the MC adopts the draft as her own. The practice is frequent, though examples tend not to be public because MCs do not want to concede they let interest groups draft their legislation. Still, there are some examples: Citigroup has been reported to be the author of the Swaps Regulatory Improvement Act, and Harvard Law Professor Jeannie Suk has been reported to have helped author the Innovative Design Protection and Privacy Prevention Act, legislation based on an article she published.

144 Id. at 1, 5.
145 Id. at 1.
148 THAUL, supra note 142, at 1–2.
150 Innovative Design Protection Act of 2012, S. 3523, 112th Cong. (2012); see Christopher Muther, If the Shoe Fits, They’ll Copy It, BOS. GLOBE (Mar. 7, 2010), http://www.boston.com/lifestyle/fashion/articles/2010/03/07/should_the_law_protect_fashion_from_knockoffs/.
D. A Note on Technical Assistance

Regardless of which path a first draft of legislation takes, MCs and staff can—and frequently do—get technical help in drafting, editing, and revising legislative drafts. Technical drafting assistance can come from a variety of sources, including academics and interest groups, but the two central sources are legislative counsel and the executive branch. Until recently, legislative counsel’s role has gone almost completely unnoticed.151 Recall that legislative counsel consists of professional drafters of legislation, organized within each chamber of Congress and by subject matter.152 Legislative counsel can be asked to draft entire legislation based on simple policy goals, it can be asked to take a draft written through any of the processes described in Part II and edit or revise the draft using their technical expertise, or it can be ignored altogether.153

The second source of technical help is the executive branch, through what is referred to as “technical assistance” (or “TA” in legislative parlance). Technical assistance refers to help from the executive branch on specific (hence technical) policy or drafting issues. For example, the head of an office at the FDA can tell congressional staff how existing provisions are being interpreted, how a suggested draft would change that interpretation, what the policy consequences would be, and how resource-intense a new policy would be for the agency. Technical assistance can also extend to the agency drafting, editing, or commenting on legislative language. It is important to note that the White House and OMB might not always pre-clear technical assistance; contacts between agency officials and congressional staff can be extensive without rising to the level of importance or formality that leads to White House or OMB involvement. For example, seemingly innocuous background like data on the number and frequency of inspections of an industry and the cost of each inspection might radically influence congressional staff’s thinking about the policy choices in a draft piece of legislation.

The practice of providing technical assistance is pervasive. In his survey of agency rule-drafters, Christopher Walker reports that 78% of drafters said their agency “always” or “often” provides technical assistance during the legislative drafting process—with another 15% believing that their agency “sometimes” does so.154 Despite its importance in the drafting process, technical assistance has hitherto only been mentioned in passing in legal scholarship—even then, infrequently.155

151 See supra note 49.
152 Bressman & Gluck, supra note 18, at 739.
153 See, e.g., Nourse & Schachter, supra note 15, at 588–89 (“On some occasions, the staffer would send a memo describing what the proposed legislation would do and then would receive back a first draft from the Legislative Counsel’s office. More typically, however, a staffer would prepare a first draft and then forward it to Legislative Counsel attorneys for what was repeatedly characterized as ‘stylistic’ or ‘technical’ input . . . .”).
154 Walker, supra note 135, at 1037.
Congressional staff rely on executive branch technical assistance for a variety of reasons. Executive branch departments and agencies have considerable expertise in their fields. Policymakers and lawyers at departments and agencies have a comparative institutional advantage vis-à-vis congressional staff—and interest groups and academic or policy experts. They are better positioned to understand the interpretive challenges in a statutory draft, the practical challenges likely to be faced in implementing a statute, the relationship between the agency’s different statutory mandates, and the agency’s existing financial and personnel resources and the resources necessary for new legislative mandates. Each of these factors is critical to successful statutory implementation, and by virtue of the fact that they implement statutes in a particular field—and are closer to the street-level bureaucrats doing the implementation—the executive branch’s institutional competence in drafting is significant.

Perhaps the most immediate implication of the availability and use of technical drafting help is that professionals with policy or drafting expertise are often involved in writing legislation. In the case of legislative counsel, it is unclear how much of an impact this has. One recent study, for example, found that legislative counsel members “had no greater knowledge of most of the [substantive] canons [of interpretation] than the [non-Legislative Counsel]” committee staff. At the same time, however, Legislative Counsel are generally considered to have substantial expertise and institutional memory when it comes to specific technical drafting practices, such as identifying necessary cross-references, linkages to other statutes in the same subject-area, and language usage across a statute or multiple statutes. With respect to technical assistance, the implications are more interesting. The fact that the executive branch—the very departments and agencies that are tasked with implementing and interpreting the legislation—is helping write to draft or lobby for the Minor Use and Minor Species Animal Health Act, the FDA’s Center for Veterinary Medicine “could and did provide technical assistance”); Uwe Kischel, Delegation of Legislative Power to Agencies: A Comparative Analysis of United States and German Law, 46 Admin. L. Rev. 213, 253 (1994) (mentioning that agencies can sometimes provide technical assistance to MGs in the drafting process); Diana E. Murphy, Inside the United States Sentencing Commission: Federal Sentencing Policy in 2001 and Beyond, 87 Iowa L. Rev. 359, 391 (2002) (noting that the Sentencing Commission’s Office of Legislative Affairs provides Congress with “technical assistance in drafting legislation that may impact the [Sentencing] Guidelines”); Lydia S. Amamoo, Note, Why Brokers Are Not Investment Advisors: ERISA’s Fiduciary Duty Only Applies to Those Who Provide Investment Advice to Pension Plans, 9 Cardozo Pub. L., Pol’y & Ethics J. 119, 146 n.144 (2010) (“The [Department of Labor’s] Plan Benefits Security Division, for example, does extensive legislative work on the ERISA statute and regulations including ‘providing technical assistance and support to congressional staffs . . . ’”); Note, Toward New Modes of Tax Decisionmaking—The Debt-Equity Imbroglio and Dislocations in Tax Lawmaking Responsibility, 83 Harv. L. Rev. 1695, 1710–11, 1711 n.81 (1970) (noting that “detailed recommendations [for tax legislation] typically come from the administration” in the form of “technical assistance”).
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that legislation is contrary to the conventional principal-agent models of congressional-executive relations. The consequences of this fact are explored at greater length in Part IV.

III. THE CHOICE OF DRAFTING PROCESS

With so many different approaches to the drafting process, the question invariably is why a member of Congress chooses a particular drafting strategy. The answer depends on a variety of factors, and these factors can cut in different directions. For example, an important, complex piece of legislation might be urgently necessary in a crisis. The desire for speed suggests less extensive drafting processes, but the need for sound policy and the complexity of the issue suggest more extensive processes. As a result, there is no mechanical formula in making these choices, but it is still possible to identify the most important factors. This Part outlines the factors that influence the decision of which drafting process to adopt.

A. The Purpose of the Bill

Not all bills are drafted with the purpose of enactment into law. Often, members of Congress know the likelihood of enactment is low, but they still want to draft a bill for political, personal, or policy reasons. These reasons, independent of probability of enactment, can influence the choice of drafting process. Politically, a member of Congress might want to pass a “message bill,” a bill that makes a political statement—sends a message—even if it has little chance of enactment.159 Message bills might burnish the MC’s credentials with an ideological faction or significant group of supporters, be useful during an election year as a sword or shield against opponents, or might just put a political stake in the ground to pull the public conversation in their direction. As a drafting matter, message bills might frequently be partisan or sole-authored, and they are less likely to involve executive authorship or technical assistance. Members also often draft legislation to address constituent needs or preferences. Thus, one frequently sees draft bills introduced by two or more members from the same state.160 Bills driven by constituent needs are most likely to be sole-authored or legislative partnerships (partisan or bipartisan), with MCs participating based on the constituency whose needs are at issue. In addition, members introduce bills to satisfy interest groups. When interest group preferences motivate MCs, private authorship by the interest group itself may be likely.

Members of Congress have personal goals in drafting legislation as well. Members often care about specific issues because of a personal connection, passion, or area of expertise.161 More strategically, MCs sometimes have a

159 See Editorial, supra note 75; Evans & Oleszek, supra note 75.
160 See, e.g., A Bill to Amend the Grand Ronde Reservation Act to Make Technical Corrections, and for Other Purposes, S. 416, 113th Cong. (2013) (introduced by Jeff Merkley (D-OR) and Ron Wyden (D-OR)).
161 Volden & Wiseman, supra note 71, at 168–78.
personal goal of adopting an issue as their own and being identified as the leader on the issue in their chamber. As a result, MCs might introduce legislation on a topic to signal to others that the topic is theirs—and as a matter of comity, members in the same chamber, of the same party, will likely defer to their colleague. These personal goals all cut in the direction of sole authorship in drafting.

Finally, members can have policy goals—independent of enactment—in drafting bills. Sometimes a draft bill is designed to build foundation for future legislation—in other words, it serves as an on-the-shelf draft that is a starting point for a future bill that might actually have the chance of passing. Depending on the salience and ripeness of the issue, different drafting processes might be preferable. On an important issue that is ripe, a more extensive committee process might be favorable. On an obscure issue, sole or partnership drafting will be more likely. In addition, MCs can use legislation as a part of oversight. Draft legislation can act as a focal point to push an agency to revise its policies. The bill places the agency on notice that a member of Congress feels strongly about a topic. In these cases, the drafts are likely to be sole-authored, part of a legislative partnership, or privately authored.

B. Legislative Politics

The insider politics of Congress are another factor in choosing a drafting process. A full accounting of factors here is impossible, given the constantly shifting political context within Congress, but there are some overarching consistent features. Foremost is the question of whether a bipartisan process will make the bill more likely to get the support necessary for passage. In the Senate, bipartisan drafting processes—partnerships, gangs, bipartisan committee drafting—can help the enactment process because of both perception (the appearance and reality of common ground) and votes (the need to gain the votes of members from the other political party to defeat a filibuster). In some cases, however, bipartisanship in the Senate is unnecessary: the majority might have the votes or know that it will be unable to get bipartisan cooperation at the drafting stage. In these cases, partisan committee processes or other partisan drafting might be more likely. In the House of Representatives, the strong majoritarian structure makes bipartisanship less necessary, even for bills that have a chance of passing.

While it is often recognized that Congress is a “they” not an “it,” sometimes it might be more useful to say Congress is really composed of 535 “I’s.” In a Congress of individuals, personal relationships often define the choice of drafting process. Some members of Congress might be leaders on

162 See id. at 136–37; see also John W. Kingdon, Agendas, Alternatives, and Public Policies 39 (2d ed. 1995).
163 See Krebriel, supra note 89.
particular issues, have a large public platform on certain issues, or have credibility or power (formal or informal) within a committee or in a chamber—all of these are factors that can influence the choice of drafting. For example, consider a Senator interested in passing environmental legislation, but who isn’t on the Environment and Public Works (EPW) committee. One option for increasing the likelihood of ultimate passage is to jointly author the environmental bill with a member of the EPW committee. The EPW member, having a stake in the bill as a co-author, will be more likely to push the bill in committee and attempt to attach it to bills that are moving toward passage. Or take a message bill, intended for political purposes during an election year. Members of Congress might work with an MC who has a particularly broad base of public support and gets extensive media coverage so that when the bill is introduced, it gets more attention. The result is that the bill becomes an election issue and the MCs can trumpet their support for it during their campaigns. While they will be partly overshadowed by the more popular MC, they gain access to audiences they previously could not reach—and the salience of the politically useful issue rises. A still more personality driven choice might depend on an MC’s interests and biography. Recall that MCs sometimes draft bills out of personal interest. If another MC wants an ally in, or wants to curry favor with, a member who has a personal interest in an issue, that MC might engage in a legislative partnership with the personally interested member. The personal history of one member can therefore drive the drafting choices of another.

Finally, drafting choices are in part a function of the desire, or need, for stakeholders to be involved in the process or to support the bill. The various drafting choices provide a spectrum of options with respect to stakeholder involvement. On the one hand are bills drafted through private authorship by an interest group itself. On the other hand are bills for which interest group input is necessary (as opposed to simply doing the group’s bidding). In these cases, any of the procedures can be adopted, as long as staff engage with stakeholders. Some processes, like the legislative notice-and-comment process in bipartisan committee drafting, are relatively formal and involve a wide range of interests. Others involve fewer: a partisan committee process, for example, would take into account the views of stakeholders that generally support that party, not the views of stakeholders on the other side. Still other processes are informal: a staffer writing a sole-authored bill can engage with experts and stakeholders to gain insight and input into the legislative text.

The critical question is which interests the MC wants to involve in the drafting process. Involving stakeholders has a few benefits. First, early involvement allows stakeholders to provide input and shape the bill, making it more likely they will support it. Second, early involvement enables stakeholders to be ready to support the bill publicly upon its introduction. Finally,

---
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Involvement in drafting makes it more difficult for stakeholders to oppose the legislation strongly, even if they ultimately do not agree with it.

Note also that the legislative notice-and-comment feature is unlikely to occur outside of bipartisan committee or gang-based drafting. This is due to the political dynamics involved in drafting. Bipartisan committee drafting and gang-based drafting enable a notice-and-comment process because both parties tie themselves to the bill draft. As a result, both parties can jointly hear feedback, jointly make changes, and jointly claim they are being responsive to stakeholders. In contrast, consider the use of notice-and-comment in partisan committee drafting. If a partisan committee draft is made public for comment, the draft could be attacked both by stakeholders and by members of the opposition party. Any subsequent change in the draft would amount to the drafters backing down vis-à-vis the opposing party prior to engaging them in legislative negotiations (remember that legislative notice-and-comment takes place prior to the bill being introduced). Moreover, the public draft puts the drafters on record as supporting a set of policies that can then be attacked by the opposing party. These political problems do not occur if stakeholder feedback is privately solicited. They also do not occur in a bipartisan process because both sides have already attached themselves to the bill; any negotiation is only with stakeholders.

C. Sound Policymaking

The choice of drafting process is also a function of the desire for sound policymaking. First, the various drafting processes involve different levels of expertise. Most prominently, executive authorship or technical assistance and private authorship place drafting in the hands of knowledgeable experts. At the same time, the gains in expertise trade off against the principal-agent drafting problem, under which the MC might not prefer (or understand fully) the expertly drafted bill. Second, drafting processes involve different levels of diversity in input. Some processes, like bipartisan committee drafting, involve extremely diverse input from people of both parties, many regions of the country, and different stakeholders (either directly through comments or indirectly via the concerns of GCs). Legislative gang processes similarly can lead to diversity of input. Recall that legislative gangs are not necessarily centered on the median legislator or even the pivotal legislator. They incorporate important members of each party, depending on the topic. Diversity in drafting, as with diversity in decisionmaking, might lead to better policy.168

D. Efficiency

Another factor is efficiency. Some drafting processes are more costly than others in terms of time, energy, effort, and speed. Committee

processes, for example, are more costly than sole authorship, which in turn is more costly than private authorship. Pathways that involve multiple drafters, bipartisan drafting, and committee drafting are more costly than processes that involve fewer drafters, operate within the same party, and without committee constraints. In situations where efficiency—and particularly speed—is important, drafting is more likely to follow the less costly pathways. In situations where there is less urgency and there is time to spend energy and effort on drafting, more costly drafting pathways are more likely.

E. The Nature of the Issue

The nature of the issue in the bill is another factor in determining the drafting pathway. Depending on the importance and the complexity of the issue, different pathways might be preferable. When an issue is particularly important or complex, the need for external drafting and stakeholder input will likely be greater for two reasons: First, as a matter of good policymaking, input from experts and stakeholders will help ensure the policy is workable (or at least not unworkable). Second, as a matter of politics, on important or complex issues, it is often helpful to have external validators for the bill—people who can vouch for the soundness of the policy against skeptics or opponents—and to build a coalition that will support the bill even after it is passed into law. Thus for simple, symbolic actions, such as commemorative resolutions, drafters are often individuals or legislative partnerships. But for complex, major pieces of legislation, drafting often involves executive branch drafting, input from interest groups, and an extensive committee process.

F. Idiosyncratic Influences

There are also idiosyncratic influences on the choice of drafting processes. Given that Congress is often best understood as 535 “I’s,” unsurprisingly MCs are sometimes rivals, sometimes friends. Some have personal preferences on whom they like to work with or how they operate. Some are steadfastly committed to ideology or bipartisanship; some are more pragmatic. Each of these personal characteristics can influence the choice of drafting process—sometimes in irrational or unpredictable ways.

Importantly, these interpersonal relationships are also critical at the level of the MCs’ staffs. Staff members between offices might have a friendly relationship or a rivalry. They might have close personal ties, such as having attended school together or having worked together on a campaign, or close professional ties from prior work together on other pieces of legislation or prior work as former colleagues for a single member of Congress. These personal relationships can also impact the choice of drafting process, as the


170 See, e.g., Kaiser, supra note 138 (describing the Dodd-Frank Act legislative process).
staff will often recommend a drafting process they think will be more likely to proceed smoothly.

G. The Politics of Technical Assistance and the Principal-Agent Drafting Problem

Another factor is whether reliance on legislative counsel or the executive branch to draft legislation or provide technical assistance in drafting will create political dynamics that may be favorable or unfavorable. Importantly, technical assistance may not always be technical. Because any legislation is deeply connected to policy and politics, technical help also intersects with policy and politics.

First, legislative counsel’s role and influence depends on the broader political environment. While some legislative counsel members are policy experts with considerable knowledge and expertise (particularly in technical areas, like the Social Security Act), others are not. Their degree of policy expertise does shape their influence over drafting. Some staff even worry that because of their lack of statutory expertise, they cannot evaluate legislative counsel’s drafts to ensure they follow the desired policies.171 At the same time, legislative counsel can be constrained by politics. Staff sometimes insist on particular language (even if not technically optimal) for policy or political reasons.172 When particular language—even if suboptimal—is required to make a legislative deal or is demanded by an interest group who drafted the language, legislative counsel’s role may be less effective.173

Executive branch technical assistance suffers from a different concern. By consulting the executive branch, congressional staff create a principal-agent drafting problem that scholars have not previously noticed. Executive branch members—the agent of the congressional staff for technical assistance—have independent policy preferences based on institutional interests, the President’s priorities, or their own personal views. As a result, executive branch members can use supposedly “technical” advice to shape legislation at a substantive level. One of the consequences is that congressional staff are more wary of technical assistance coming from executive branch members of the opposition party.174 However, this healthy skepticism does not mean that technical assistance will never be used or requested during times of divided government, as there are still significant benefits to gaining perspective from the people who will be implementing and interpreting the legislation.175

Finally, technical help from legislative counsel and the executive branch also factor into decisions on drafting processes because they can be a tactic for congressional staff to accomplish policy goals during internal negotiations on legislative drafts. Assume two MCs have different policy preferences
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and that the committee-based drafting process leads to a conflict between the committee chair’s preferences (or the majority’s preferences) and the preferences of an MC of the same political party. If the committee staff member does not want to confront the LA immediately, she can offer that they agree to defer the decision until they receive a legislative draft back from legislative counsel. By eliding policy and technical drafting recommendations, staff use legislative counsel or executive branch technical assistance as a sword or shield against other staff members. Thus, when the draft returns from legislative counsel, instead of arguing on the policy merits, the committee staff member can appeal to authority, arguing to the LA for the dissenting MC that legislative counsel (or the executive branch) provided technical help that necessitates drafting in a specific way. While this tactic may seem far-fetched, in the context of LAs who may not have law degrees or extensive experience with statutory drafting—and in a context in which dissent and disagreement have (even minor) political costs in a repeat game—the tactic can help the committee staffer diffuse the situation without engaging in a policy confrontation and allow the LA to avoid a direct confrontation.

IV. LEGISLATIVE DRAFTING AND LEGAL DEBATES

The typology of the origins of legislation provides more than just a deeper understanding of the legislative process. Understanding the origins of legislation has an impact on important debates about and features of the administrative state. This Part identifies three areas in which a deeper understanding of the origins of legislation adds to or requires rethinking existing debates. First, it shows how diversity in drafting contributes to debates over theories of statutory interpretation. Second, it argues that legislative origins can illuminate methodological issues about the use and reliability of legislative history. Finally, it explores how the executive role in drafting might require revisiting debates about delegation and deference.

A. Revisiting Theories of Statutory Interpretation

Given that statutory interpretation questions are a significant part of the Supreme Court’s docket, it is no surprise that theories of statutory interpretation have been hotly debated. Traditionally, the debate in the field of statutory interpretation focused on the differences between textualism, intentionalism, purposivism, dynamic theory, and imaginary reconstruction. In recent years, the clash between proponents of these theories (and particularly between textualists and purposivists) has become less and less fierce, with scholars now largely agreeing that textualism and purposivism are converging. While it is beyond the scope of this Article to engage in a full

debate between textualism and purposivism, it is worth pointing out a few places in which an understanding of the origins of legislation can contribute to these debates.

First, this account of the origins of legislative drafting might be taken as evidence in support of textualist arguments. Textualism can be rooted in a variety of justifications, including textual constitutional requirements\(^\text{178}\) and structural concerns linked to the nondelegation doctrine.\(^\text{179}\) But textualism can also be justified based on judicial economy grounds—that the complexity of the legislative process imposes significant costs on interpreters and that these costs outweigh the benefits of engaging in purposivist endeavors.\(^\text{180}\) The many different pathways for legislative drafting and sources involved could be seen as support for the judicial economy justification for textualism, though it also requires believing that the costs outweigh the benefits even as greater clarity about the legislative process reduces the costs of judicial understanding.

On the other hand, there are strong arguments that attention to the legislative process and the use of legislative history themselves have constitutional roots.\(^\text{181}\) For adherents to this view, the origins of legislation provide greater information and clarity to the legislative process, deepening and sharpening knowledge of how the process works and what materials might be relevant in particular cases.

Finally, the variety in the origins of legislative drafts contributes to scholarship that is increasingly pointing toward an “anti-universalist” approach to statutory interpretation.\(^\text{182}\) Most prominent theories of statutory interpretation are similar in that they are “universalist” with respect to the procedures used in Congress.\(^\text{183}\) That is, the usual theories of interpretation generally do not assume that different statutes or statutory provisions should be interpreted differently based on congressional procedure or substantive issue area.

(arguing that the differences between textualists and intentionalism are less categorical than assumed, and largely turn on the rules versus standards debate).

\(^\text{178}\) Article I, Section 7 outlines the legislative process in a formal way that some textualists argue is a source of their interpretive method. See John F. Manning, What Divides Textualists from Purposivists? 106 COLUM. L. REV. 70, 99 (2006).

\(^\text{179}\) John F. Manning, Textualism as a Nondelegation Doctrine, 97 COLUM. L. REV. 673, 706–07 (1997) (linking a non-delegation justification to bicameralism and presentment requirements).

\(^\text{180}\) Sunstein & Vermeule, supra note 7, at 887, 921–22, 929–31 (arguing that the judiciary does not have the capacity to understand the workings of Congress).

\(^\text{181}\) Article I, Section 5 gives Congress the power to “determine the Rules of its Proceedings,” and requires each House to “keep a Journal of its Proceedings, and from time to time publish the same.” U.S. CONST. art. I, § 5, cl. 1, 3. For a discussion of these clauses as the foundation for legislative history usage, see James J. Brudney, Canon Shortfalls and the Virtues of Political Branch Interpretive Assets, 98 CALIF. L. REV. 1199, 1217–24 (2010).

\(^\text{182}\) See Bressman & Gluck, supra note 18, at 798.

\(^\text{183}\) See id. at 797.
The universalism of the leading theories of statutory interpretation stems largely from the legal fiction of a unitary drafter with singular legislative intent—despite the fact that most scholars embrace Max Radin’s classic realist claim that there is no such thing as a unified, singular “legislative intent.” The legal process school responded to the realist attack by interpreting legislative intent not as the particular intent of the legislature, but as the more general intent of “reasonable persons pursuing reasonable purposes reasonably.” Theories of dynamic interpretation and imaginative reconstruction likewise assume a discernable legislative intent—albeit one that is modernized to address changed circumstances or unforeseen challenges. Textualists reject legislative intent per se, in favor of the statutory command of the legislature. But they, too, embrace a universalist doctrine—textual plain meaning. Textualists assume a unitary drafter because, as Professor John Manning has said, “the legislative process is simply too complex and too opaque to permit judges to get inside Congress’s ‘mind.’” Even antifoundational, eclectic theories of statutory interpretation—such as the pragmatic approach favored by Eskridge and Frickey—assume a unitary drafter. Eskridge and Frickey take a highly contextual approach when it comes to “textual, historical, and evolutive evidence,” but they do not wade into the intricacies of legislative structure and process.

More recently, scholars have begun to question whether the prevailing universalism in statutory interpretation makes sense with respect to congressional procedure and practice. Professors Bressman and Gluck have argued for abandoning the “universalist” approach that assumes a single regime “applies to all statutory drafters, types of statutes, legislative processes,
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subject matters, and agencies.” They note that there is an anti-universalist tendency already emerging, given the increasing number of subject-specific canons of statutory interpretation, and they suggest that statutory interpretation should go further and consider committee jurisdiction, subject area, and whether the legislation was omnibus, ordinary, or appropriations. Professor Nourse has identified other granular factors in the congressional process: specificity of the provision, the latest time in which the provision was debated, and whether the author of legislative history was a winner or loser in the debate.

While this is not the place for a full theory of anti-universalism, the diversity of the origins of legislation suggests further engagement with this emerging anti-universalist trend in statutory interpretation. An anti-universalist approach to statutory interpretation could operate at both the substantive and procedural levels. At the substantive level, it would distinguish between topics of statutory interpretation, as subject-specific canons of interpretation do. At the procedural level, anti-universalism involves attention to the specific path that legislation takes through Congress. This is where understanding the legislation’s origin story comes in.

What might this mean in practice? For those who adhere strongly to identifying legislative intent, understanding the origins of legislation can be important for determining statutory meaning. An omnibus vehicle includes multiple different pieces of legislation, each of which might have been drafted according to different processes and by different authors—and with a different purpose. Single-subject legislation might sometimes be drafted in a bipartisan way, sometimes in a partisan way, sometimes by a single author. The intent or purpose of a given provision might differ based on these origins. The typology of origin stories presented here shows even greater diversity—and would be taken into account in the interpretive process.

For those who adhere to a strong form of textualism, understanding the origins of legislation would also have anti-universalist payoffs. Consider the use of the whole act rule, a technique of statutory interpretation upon which textualists often rely. Under the whole act rule, words used in two different parts of the same statute should, all things being equal, be presumed to mean the same thing. The formalist, albeit fictional, justification for this rule is that there is a unitary drafter who likely used the same word in the same way throughout the statute—and who used different words and differ-
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ent sections to accomplish different things. The functional justification is to encourage consistency and policy coherence. Understanding legislative origins places some methodological limits on the appropriateness of the whole act rule. In the case of omnibus legislation, or even in situations where one MC’s bill has been attached onto a larger legislative vehicle, the formalist justification is on shaky ground, as the drafter is in fact not unitary. Rather, different drafters might have used the same word with different meanings in mind. The functional justification for the whole act rule remains, but for textualists seeking to narrow judicial discretion, it is problematic. The functional justification relies not on judges following the command of the legislature, but on their preference for sensible policy. This is not to say that the whole act rule is always inappropriate for textualists, only that the weight it is given, like the weight that the whole code and in pari materia rules are given, might need to vary based on the context. In this sense, textualists can learn from the origins of legislation in an anti-universalist way—and without becoming purposivists.

B. The Sources and Use of Legislative History

Understanding the origins of legislation is also helpful for identifying the appropriate sources of legislative history. Although willingness to use legislative history is a difference between textualists and purposivists, even Justice Scalia and other textualists who routinely criticize legislative history sometimes consult it to illustrate meanings that are demonstrably false. For purposivists (and even some textualists), the question is thus not whether legislative history is used, but “how it is best used.” For more extreme textualists, a deeper understanding of the pitfalls of legislative history use, from the perspective of congressional drafting, might sharpen their critiques when they believe the practice is being used inappropriately. Again, it is beyond the scope of this Article to engage in a full debate on the uses and abuses of legislative history. But understanding the origins of legislation can help move debates about legislative history forward.

First, take a simple example: when legislation is drafted through a bipartisan committee-based process, the statements of Democrats and Republicans
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206 Nourse, supra note 2, at 72.
(who supported the draft) on the committee might all be considered relevant statements. In contrast, when legislation is drafted through a partisan committee process, the statements of only the party members who drafted the legislation would be relevant. For a more complex example, consider Senator Al Franken’s (D-MN) Accelerated Learning Act of 2013.\footnote{Accelerated Learning Act of 2013, S. Res. 1082, 113th Cong. (2013); Sen. Franken Introduces Bill to Help Make College Affordable, Improve Opportunities for Students, AL FRANKEN U.S. SENATOR FOR MINN. (May 23, 2013), http://www.franken.senate.gov/?p=hot_topic&id=2424.} As noted above, that stand-alone bill—drafted by Senator Franken and his staff—appears virtually word-for-word in the partisan, committee-based draft of the ESEA reauthorization as Subpart 2 of Title I, Part B.\footnote{See Strengthening America’s Schools Act of 2013, S. Res. 1094, 113th Cong. §§ 1221–26 (2013); see also supra notes 98–100 and accompanying text.} In essence, Franken’s bill was simply dropped into the larger bill’s text. Although the overall ESEA legislation is ascribed to committee chairman Senator Tom Harkin,\footnote{S. Res. 1094; HELP Chairman Tom Harkin Introduces the “Strengthening Schools Act of 2013”: Bill Summary, Senate Health, Educ., Labor & Pensions Comm., http://www.help.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/ESEA%2020Summary%206.4.13.pdf.} Senator Franken’s comments on that portion of the bill should have greater weight than Chairman Harkin’s comments on that part of the bill.

This internal committee perspective has gone unnoticed. In a sense, it parallels Professors Bressman and Gluck’s account of the relevance of legislative history from chamber leadership. Professors Bressman and Gluck’s research shows that congressional staff generally believe that the statements of House and Senate leadership with respect to legislative text are comparatively unreliable, because the leadership are not generally involved in drafting legislative language (that has gone through committee) and are primarily concerned with the politics of navigating their chamber and securing passage of the bill.\footnote{Bressman & Gluck, supra note 18, at 757.} This same dynamic exists to a lesser degree within committees. Chairmen are often responsible for major legislation—but portions of that legislation might be at the initiative of individual members, such as in the Franken case. While the chair takes credit (and responsibility) for the whole legislation—just as chamber leadership does later in the process—an individual MC will often be the leader for their portion of the legislation. As a matter of professional comity, and as a way for MCs to gain credit at home for their work, other MCs will often defer to members on particular issues where they have shown leadership.

Second, understanding more about legislative drafting (and in particular, the role of MCs as decisionmakers and the variety of sources MCs rely upon in making decisions) also helps provide a theoretical justification for the hierarchy of legislative sources: MCs undertake costly signals to indicate what materials are appropriate as a matter of legislative history.

Conventionally, the sources of legislative history are understood as falling into a hierarchy, with some sources perceived as “inherently better” than...
others: “committee reports are better than author statements, and author statements are better than the statements of hearing witnesses.” Some scholars have noted that this hierarchy is “poorly theorized” and others have even characterized it as “wrong.” Of defenders of legislative history usage, Professor Nourse provides the leading critique of the hierarchy of sources, arguing that the legislative history’s appropriateness should not be determined primarily by “essentialist category” (e.g., committee report, author statement). Rather, relevant legislative history is the “last, most specific decision related to the interpretive question.” The reason is easy to understand: the particular issue may be raised at different points in the legislative process, and the legislation might change throughout the process. The most important legislative history, then, cannot possibly be a committee report if the relevant text changed after the committee report was written. Post-committee legislative materials would be the relevant sources. Similarly, it may be that earlier legislative history sources speak more precisely to the issue at hand than later-in-time legislative history sources. The key is specificity and relevance to the textual provision. While Nourse’s approach is persuasive as a matter of legislative history methodology, it is incomplete because we still need to distinguish between various sources of legislative history.

Other scholars and jurists criticize legislative history as inappropriate because staff, rather than MCs, write it. Scholars have now shown that staff write virtually everything: text and legislative history of all types. The staff-versus-member distinction is therefore unhelpful. Another critique is that legitimacy is tied to the MC’s knowledge, even if the MC hasn’t written the text herself. Justice Scalia thus argues that “genuine knowledge is a precondition for the supposed authoritiveness of a committee report, and not a precondition for the authoritativeness of a statute.” But if genuine knowledge is essential to the relevance of legislative materials, then virtually no legislative materials would be considered appropriate (which Justice Scalia might welcome). Of course, the text need not rely on the genuine knowledge theory, as it gains legitimacy from the Article I process. But almost all materials in which genuine knowledge is involved are non-public sources (memoranda from staff to MCs, conversations between staff and

211 Nourse, supra note 2, at 108; see also Nelson, supra note 198, at 362–63; George A. Costello, Average Voting Members and Other “Benign Fictions”: The Relative Reliability of Committee Reports, Floor Debates, and Other Sources of Legislative History, 1990 Duke L.J. 39, 41–42 (recounting the standard hierarchy).
213 Nourse, supra note 2, at 109–10.
214 Id. at 110.
215 Id.
216 See Scalia, supra note 176, at 34.
217 Gluck & Bressman, supra note 9, at 983; Nourse & Schacter, supra note 15, at 620–21.
218 Scalia, supra note 176, at 34.
MCs, and in some cases, the floor summaries written by the cloakroom staff) or semi-public and public sources that staff might use to inform members (section-by-section summaries of legislation, press releases, and summaries by interest groups). Indeed, if we take the “genuine knowledge” theory to its logical conclusion, the most “formal” sources are the least relevant to decisionmaking. According to empirical research from Bressman and Gluck, committee reports and legislative text might never be relied upon in actual legislative decisionmaking.219 A “genuine knowledge” theory therefore cannot support textualism; it must rely on the formal process in Article I, judicial economy, or other justifications.

Understanding that MCs are decisionmakers, not drafters, suggests an alternative theory for the hierarchy of sources. As a result, the relevant questions are not who wrote what or even who read what. The default presumption should be that MCs never draft any of the documents. Flipping the default presumption in this manner, the question becomes what the MC decided with respect to different documents.

With this question, focus shifts to the type of document and the process that it goes through—through this process, MCs in effect signal the degree to which they think the document is appropriate as part of the legislative record. We can think of this as a costly signaling theory of legislative history,220 in which the relevance of legislative materials is dependent on the MC’s signaling that the materials can and should be relied upon. As with costly signaling theories more broadly,221 the key assumptions are first, that the statement represents the MC’s, committee’s, or chamber’s understanding of the interpretation of the language, and second, that the court can use the “quality” of the statement—which is “shorthand for what one might think of as the more superficial aspects of quality (polish, thoroughness, detail, complexity, raw length),”222 and in the congressional context also includes who the audience is and whether the statement takes place within the Congress—as a proxy for the costs incurred in producing the interpretation. With these conditions in mind, courts can reason that the interpretation offered is more or less reliable. More reliable interpretations are more costly as a matter of signaling; less reliable interpretations are cheaper.

Signaling theory provides a justification for the hierarchy of materials because legislative materials fall along a spectrum in terms of costliness to produce and links to legislative debate. All legislative materials go through a different degree of internal legislative processes before they are made public (if ever). Some materials are never made public (e.g., internal memoranda between staff and members), and MCs have therefore decided they are not intended for use as legislative history. Other materials go through some process—a speech to the local high school, a press release. These materials are

219 Bressman & Gluck, supra note 18, at 740.
221 See id.
222 Id. at 755.
developed through a more intensive process that signals the MC's decision that the text in these documents is intended as part of public debate. Still other materials go through significant processes that signal relevance as part of the legislative record: floor speeches take place within the chamber itself, colloquies are elaborately choreographed in cooperation with others, and committee and conference reports require negotiation and are voted upon. At the pinnacle of legitimacy is the legislative text itself—which follows the most stringent process, Article I, Section 7, and which the MC decides whether to support or not. In a sense, this alternative theory of legislative materials derives directly from Justice Scalia’s formalist preferences: the legitimacy of legislative materials is tied to the process undertaken based on a genuine decision of the MC—but the MC’s role is in decisionmaking about materials, not policy substance about what is in the materials.223

In other words, as a practice, MCs signal the relevance of certain materials over others. Reports they vote on are more relevant than speeches they give or public documents written under their name. A speech to a constituent group will send a different signal, for example, than a speech dissecting the bill, section-by-section, on the floor.224 Some have worried that statements by MCs are simply just “sales talk,” designed to persuade but not to capture the true meaning of the text.225 To be sure, MCs often simplify their statements—for example, a speech to the local rotary club touting banking reform legislation will put a positive spin on the legislation but is unlikely to go into much detail. Contrast a long, detailed speech on banking reform to the trade association of community banks. The MC cannot be engaged in “sales talk” of the crude type that some have suggested.226 If the member is misleading or inaccurate when getting into details of interpretation or actual statutory provisions, the audience will either know and the member will lose credibility with them, or the audience will rely detrimentally on what they hear and, upon finding out that the information was wrong, the member will lose credibility with them. Between these two examples is a spectrum of cases, but the point here is that the nature of the material, by virtue of its quality, can serve as a signal as to its relevance. Understanding how legislative drafts and materials are used enables this kind of interpretation.

223 Note that the relationship between authority of a text and the process used to create it is a central feature of administrative law’s treatment of statutes, regulations, and guidance documents. Statutes go through extensive process and can only be overturned for constitutional reasons. Regulations have less extensive and legitimate processes undergirding them and thus gain less judicial deference. See Chevron U.S.A., Inc. v. Nat. Res. Def. Council, Inc., 467 U.S. 837 (1984). Guidance documents have less procedural legitimacy and are afforded still less deference. See United States v. Mead Corp., 533 U.S. 218 (2001).

224 The former will be more likely to be “sales talk” than the latter. Eskridge, supra note 200, at 402.

225 Id.

226 Cf. id.; see also Reed Dickerson, Statutory Interpretation: Dipping into Legislative History, 11 Hofstra L. Rev. 1125, 1132 (1983) (arguing that floor debates are “laden with sales talk”).
This approach to legislative history accords better with the reality of how Congress functions. The actual author of the draft—rarely if ever an MC—is not relevant. Nor are the actual materials upon which the MC made the decision to support the legislation. What matters is whether and how the MCs signal that their statements are part of the legislative or public record. This approach accounts for the full variety of legislative materials—public, semi-public, and non-public—even though some are used in decisionmaking and some are not. Text retains the most important role, but other materials—committee and conference reports, colloquies, floor speeches, even op-eds and press releases—can be reliable as well.227 And perhaps most importantly, it does not rely on the fiction that MCs draft documents or that MCs or their staffs read documents. What matters is the decision to introduce those documents into the public or legislative record.228

C. The Executive Role in Drafting the Laws

One of the most interesting—and most important—insights from understanding the origins of legislation is that the executive branch participates extensively in legislative drafting, whether by drafting entire statutes or by providing technical assistance throughout the drafting process. Although scholars undoubtedly recognize that legislation emerges from negotiation with the President (because the President’s consent, or a veto override, is necessary for passage), legal scholarship has not thoroughly explored the practice of executive branch drafting and technical assistance for administrative law.229 Yet its significance is potentially extensive. While a full theoretical account of the implications must be left to another time and place, it is worth outlining the basic contours of the problem and identifying some of the possible avenues for further research.

227 It is worth noting that some sources, maligned as “sales talk,” can still be useful for understanding the “public history” of the statute. See Scalia, supra note 176, at 30; Vermeule, supra note 212, at 1836.

228 In an important sense, this approach aligns with Professor Victoria Nourse’s “legislative decision theory.” Victoria F. Nourse, Elementary Statutory Interpretation: Rethinking Legislative Intent and History, 55 B.C. L. Rev. 1613, 1614 (2014).

229 The literature applying game theory and positive political theory to negotiations between the President and Congress, particularly with reference to the control of administrative agencies, is expansive. See, e.g., William N. Eskridge, Jr. & John Ferejohn, The Article I, Section 7 Game, 80 Geo. L.J. 523 (1992); Jonathan R. Macey, Separated Powers and Positive Political Theory: The Tug of War over Administrative Agencies, 80 Geo. L.J. 671 (1992). Still, this work does not address statutory drafting practice. The executive role in drafting has hitherto only been examined in a limited fashion. For example, Samuel Huntington remarks on this phenomenon, but does not discuss it. Samuel P. Huntington, Congressional Responses to the Twentieth Century, in Congress and the President 7, 24 (Ronald C. Moe ed., 1971). The most extensive historical discussion is in Parrillo, supra note 132.
1. Delegation and the Principal-Agent Problem

One of the central principles of our legal system is that “a fusion of law-making and law-exposition is especially dangerous to our liberties.” The concern is so great that some scholars have even suggested that judicial deference to agency interpretations of their own rules—what is called Seminole Rock deference—is constitutionally suspect because of this principle. The argument is that if the same people who write the laws (or in the case of Seminole Rock, the regulations) can interpret them, there is no check on the exercise of power. If we take this principle seriously, one possible conclusion might be that executive participation in drafting the laws is extremely troubling. Of course, as a formal matter, our constitutional system gives the executive a role in the legislative process, both through presentment before a bill becomes a law and through the executive’s power to “recommend” to Congress “such Measures as he shall judge necessary and expedient.” But as a theoretical matter, scholarly frameworks do not engage sufficiently with this practice.

Consider the standard, simplified models for legislative-executive relations. On the delegation story, Congress delegates power to agencies to act in certain ways, and the agencies then do so. The explanations for delegation vary. Political scientists often reference legislators’ desire to serve constituents; to take credit for advantageous policies and shift blame to agencies for objectionable policies; to establish a racket that leads to further campaign contributions; and to punt decisions on which compromise is difficult. Legal academics have noted that congressional delegation is inevitable (and desirable) in a complex society in which division of labor is necessary, and they stress agencies’ comparative expertise as a reason undergirding congressional delegation.

The delegation story, however, is far richer than is conventionally depicted. In many cases, the executive may assist Congress in suggesting what topics are worthy of delegation, how much power to delegate, how that
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power might be used, and what resources are necessary to execute on the delegation. In other words, delegation is not simply a unilateral congressional decision—it is a joint endeavor, a cooperative effort to establish a framework for policymaking. Two other facts are worth noting. First, a participating agency might not be seeking to aggrandize its power through delegation; rather, in some cases, it might advise Congress to narrow the scope of delegations because it is resource-constrained or fears being blamed if it cannot manage the delegated authority effectively. Note also that for those who prefer a more robust nondelegation doctrine, it is not obvious that nondelegation would mitigate executive participation. Enforcement of nondelegation might simply force greater executive participation into the drafting process, as the executive’s expertise would be of greater importance in the initial statutory drafting. This fact still blurs the distinction between lawmaking and law-exposition.

Executive drafting also has implications for the principal-agent framework to delegation. If the central concern with agency costs is principal-agent drift based on an informational deficiency (i.e., the agency does not know what Congress intended), that problem is mitigated significantly by executive participation in the drafting process, at least when regulations are promulgated close in time to the statute’s passage. Greater executive participation should reduce the agency’s information deficit and the likelihood of drift. However, if the central concern is a bad-faith agency that seeks to act outside the scope of the intended delegated authority, then executive participation in drafting is more problematic. As is the concern with Seminole

239 For an example of this approach, see Barry R. Weingast, The Congressional-Bureaucratic System: A Principal Agent Perspective (with Applications to the SEC), 44 Pub. Choice 147 (1984).
240 For the classic discussion, see Michael C. Jensen & William H. Meckling, Theory of the Firm: Managerial Behavior, Agency Costs and Ownership Structure, 3 J. Fin. Econ. 305 (1976).
242 See, e.g., J.R. DeShazo & Jody Freeman, The Congressional Competition to Control Delegated Power, 81 Tex. L. Rev. 1445, 1454 (2003) (“[D]elegation allows agencies to exploit their discretion and pursue their own policy agendas—to defy Congress and simply do as they please. Viewed in this light, agency officials are rational actors, who may seek to expand their authority, enlarge their budgets, ensure their survival, improve their future employment prospects, or otherwise pursue interests that may not coincide with those of Congress.”). On this approach, agency drift could be a function of the agencies’ preferences, see, e.g., Matthew [sic] D. McCubbins et al., Structure and Process, Politics and Policy: Administrative Arrangements and the Political Control of Agencies, 75 Va. L. Rev. 431, 435–40 (1989), or of interest group influence operating through the agency, see, e.g., Jonathan R. Macey, Organizational Design and the Political Control of Administrative Agencies, 8 J.L. Econ. & Org. 93, 100 (1992).
Rock, the agency might be creating opportunities to give itself discretion it can abuse.

In addition, the conventional solutions to narrowing the principal-agent drift problem do not contemplate executive participation in drafting as a remedy. The conventional ex post solution is congressional oversight through police patrols and fire alarms. The conventional ex ante solution is for Congress to establish well-defined administrative procedures. Because executive participation in drafting can reduce the informational deficiency problem, it operates as an additional ex ante strategy for Congress to prevent agency drift. Importantly, ex ante participation in drafting might also improve ex post oversight, as MCs can criticize agencies for acting against what they knew as the shared understanding of the legislation.

2. Agency Statutory Interpretation

An alternative model for the legislative process, as Professor Ed Rubin has argued, understands legislation as setting public policy goals, rather than creating “law,” understood as primary directives aimed at individuals. On this theory, it may be better to interpret Congress and the executive as partners—working together to set and then implement public policy goals. As Rubin argues, broad delegations and vague wording are not an abdication of legislative responsibility because the control of implementation is not limited to the specificity of articulated rules. Instead, implementation can be shaped and controlled through a variety of political means: oversight, letters, hearings, appropriations, publicity, investigations, and the like. On this theory, the simple separation-of-powers and delegation models are simply irrelevant because they “rest on the old-fashioned and abstract idea that power can be doled out in discrete portions to those who implement the statute.”

As a practical matter, this approach to addressing the insight of the executive role in drafting has implications for the ongoing debate on the practice of agency statutory interpretation. In particular, it lends support to scholars who claim that the practice of statutory interpretation in agencies is distinct from how courts interpret statutes. As Professors Peter Strauss and Jerry
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Mashaw have argued, agencies, unlike courts, are constantly in dialogue with Congress, they are subject to executive orders and directives, and they have different duties in applying constitutional avoidance doctrines. These differences suggest that agencies invariably face different pressures than courts, and that agency interpretations will be influenced by different sources (e.g., executive orders). Christopher Walker’s recent survey confirms that agency rule-makers see themselves, not courts, as the primary interpreters of statutes—and that some sources of interpretation, such as legislative history, can be more helpful to an agency than to a court. At an even more granular level, some scholars have argued that an agency’s choice of policymaking format—rulemaking or formal adjudication—will shape an agency’s interpretive practices.

The executive’s role in legislative drafting provides additional support to the Strauss-Mashaw thesis that agency interpretive practice can and should diverge from judicial interpretive practice. First, Strauss and Mashaw focus primarily on the post-enactment relationship between Congress and agencies, but the pre-enactment relationship between Congress and agencies is just as robust. In cases of executive branch authorship, agencies are actually the primary drafters of the legislation. In other cases, congressional committees might have agencies participate in the drafting process, working with the committee to develop the policy, providing feedback and participating in discussion. In still other cases, agencies might provide “technical assistance,” not just on policy but also on specific statutory language and authorities. Each of these features of the legislative drafting process gives the agency substantial pre-enactment information as to the meaning of the legislation. At the minimum, in situations in which the agency engages in statutory interpretation in close temporal proximity to the passage of legislation, it seems reasonable to say that the agency has a greater ability to divine congressional
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intent, however defined, than do the courts.\textsuperscript{259} The agency would be likely to understand the reasons for specific statutory language, the context leading to deliberate ambiguities or delegation, and the political pressures operating inside and outside Congress. After all, the agency was in the room.

Second, as some scholars have noted, congressional staff writes legislative history with agencies in mind.\textsuperscript{260} On this approach, MCs create legislative history to guide and constrain agency action during statutory interpretation and implementation. When the agency is involved in interpretation and implementation, MCs can rely on that legislative history in oversight hearings, letters, and other post-enactment interactions with the agency.\textsuperscript{261} In other words, legislative history is part of an ongoing dialogue between the agency and Congress, one that proceeds relatively seamlessly from drafting to interpretation to implementation. The use of legislative history may therefore be particularly suitable as part of agency interpretive practice.

3. Judicial Review and Deference Doctrines

Another approach to the executive’s role in drafting might suggest that, at least in some situations, courts should grant greater deference to agencies. If the executive is involved in drafting legislation, then it will have special insight into what the goals and intentions behind the legislation actually were, what the political and practical compromises were, and how MCs thought about specific problems throughout the legislative process. This could take two approaches.

First, a court could consider the agency’s interactions with Congress as part of its review under \textit{Chevron}\textsuperscript{262} and \textit{State Farm}.\textsuperscript{263} In considering the space in which the agency can act under \textit{Chevron}, courts could consider whether the agency participated in drafting and whether the challenged interpretation was contemplated in the drafting process. If the agency and Congress considered the interpretation in their deliberations, courts might consider it a reasonable interpretation of the statute under \textit{Chevron}. Similarly, courts might consider agency participation in drafting under \textit{State Farm}

\textsuperscript{259} Indeed, agencies seem to have made these arguments to the Supreme Court in the late 1930s and 1940s, citing legislative history to support their case. See Parrillo, \textit{supra} note 132, at 367.

\textsuperscript{260} Bressman & Gluck, \textit{supra} note 18, at 768 (noting that Congress’s audience for legislative history is agencies).

\textsuperscript{261} Indeed, we should expect that the MCs who were highly active in the legislative process on a specific statute would play an important—even oversized—role in later oversight. Legal scholars have suggested this possibility at the committee level but have not generalized the point to adapt to the diversity of legislative processes. See DeShazo & Freeman, \textit{supra} note 242, at 1446–47.


\textsuperscript{264} Peter L. Strauss, \textit{“Deference” is Too Confusing—Let’s Call Them “Chevron Space” and “Skidmore Weight”}, 112 COLUM. L. REV. 1143 (2012).
as part of the factors they use to evaluate whether agency actions are arbitrary and capricious.\textsuperscript{265} Evidence that a policy pursued through regulation was contemplated during the drafting process might be a factor that cuts in favor of deference to the agency.\textsuperscript{266}

Second, courts could vary deference based on the temporal proximity of agency action to the legislative action in which the agency participated. In a case of executive drafting, the comparative expertise of the agency will be strongest immediately after the legislation was passed, and it will grow weaker over time. As a result, greater deference might be warranted if agencies interpret or implement legislation soon after it is passed.\textsuperscript{267} Prior to \textit{Chevron}, courts pursued this course explicitly, granting great weight to agency interpretations issued soon after legislation was passed.\textsuperscript{268} Some textualists have justified this practice because it provided evidence of the textual or linguistic

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{265} 5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(A) (2012).
\item \textsuperscript{266} In recent years, scholars have increasingly argued that courts should also consider political factors in agency decisionmaking. See Katheryn A. Watts, \textit{Proposing a Place for Politics in Arbitrary and Capricious Review}, 119 YALE L.J. 2 (2009); cf. Nina A. Mendelson, \textit{Disclosing “Political” Oversight of Agency Decision Making}, 108 MICH. L. REV. 1127 (2010). But see Mark Seidenfeld, \textit{The Irrelevance of Politics for Arbitrary and Capricious Review}, 90 WASH. U. L. REV. 141 (2012). There is overlap in these arguments, as congressional action is in part a political constraint on the agency.
\item \textsuperscript{267} This argument has also been used to justify \textit{Seminole Rock} deference. See Stephenson & Pogoriler, supra note 231, at 1454–56. Stephenson notes that greater deference might not be warranted to an interpretation issued close in time to a rule’s promulgation because the agency might be “deliberately avoiding coverage of a controversial issue in the regulation” and because an agency will prefer self-delegation in the short run, for fear of long term changes in administration preferences. See id. at 1473. It is important to note that these arguments against this approach in the \textit{Seminole Rock} context are less applicable in the context of executive drafting. First, while Congress might be avoiding controversy by delegating to the agency, the agency then must engage the controversial issue during rulemaking. Second, MCs will likely prefer immediate agency interpretations and implementation of a statutory scheme for fear that future agencies and future congresses will drift from the enacting Congress’s preferences. Cf. Murray J. Horn & Kenneth A. Shepsle, \textit{Commentary on “Administrative Arrangements and the Political Control of Agencies”: Administrative Process and Organizational Form as Legislative Responses to Agency Costs}, 75 VA. L. REV. 499, 503 (1989) (describing legislative drift over time).
\end{itemize}
context at the time of passage, \textsuperscript{269} but the practice could also be justified based on the agency’s participation in the legislative process. Indeed, in the 1930s and 1940s, prior to the expansion of congressional staff, Justice Department lawyers and executive branch officials were frequently ghostwriters for Congress, drafting legislation, speeches, and committee reports.\textsuperscript{270} Agency lawyers in the early 1940s even argued to the Supreme Court that the Court should defer to the agency’s interpretation, citing legislative history describing the agency’s role in working with Congress to define statutory goals and terms.\textsuperscript{271}

For the most part, of course, the executive role in legislative drafting is not public, so it may be difficult—and inappropriate—to give these non-public interactions much weight in the judicial review process.\textsuperscript{272} But in some cases, the information is publicly available and potentially helpful. In the private-executive drafting process, common to the FDA’s user fee agreement legislation, the FDA actually releases the full text of the legislation they propose to Congress, with explanations for their decisions—and they do so after an extensive notice-and-comment process (in which their reasoning is made available to the public).\textsuperscript{273} These documents feed directly into the legislative process and might help provide judges with notice as to changes between drafts—and in particular, might help judges prevent agency drift because the courts could better identify places where Congress rejected an FDA suggestion and rewrote the statute. If the FDA later tried to adopt an interpretation in line with its own suggested language—that language that Congress rewrote—that might indicate that the agency is drifting away from congressional command in favor of its own preferences. The FDA’s user fee agreements go through a particularly open process, but there are other cases of executive involvement that are public. For example, the Obama Administration has frequently objected to specific language in the National Defense Authorization Acts (NDAA) regarding detainee rules.\textsuperscript{274} The Administration issued public pronouncements detailing its objections to very specific provisions within the NDAA—and Congress responded by changing the statutory terms.\textsuperscript{275} While public materials may not always be available, in some cases,
they might prove helpful at understanding the back-and-forth between Congress and the executive in the drafting process.

If courts were to adopt the greater deference approach, agencies might also start providing courts with more information about the agency’s role in the drafting process and the agency’s ongoing communications with congressional sponsors, committees, or others about statutory implementation and interpretation, further facilitating the practice.

CONCLUSION

The origins of legislative drafts are varied, but there are some consistent, predictable patterns. The typology of legislative drafting processes presented here provides the more detailed and thorough description of legislative origins, deepening our understanding of how the legislative process works. This understanding also provides a variety of important implications for statutory interpretation, the use of legislative history, and debates about delegation to agencies and deference to their interpretations. In a Republic of Statutes, the origins of legislation must not be ignored.